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Abstract

Comic Art in the Classroom: Making the Art Room Relevant to
Students’ Lives
Rebecca Michelle Paul, M.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Paul Bolin

Abstract: The boundaries of art education are growing and encompassing new
artistic practices and contemporary discourses. Many art educators are advocating for the
inclusion of popular visual culture into the school curriculums. This study investigates
what might be learned from the effects of adding a unit of instruction on popular visual
culture, in the form of comic book art, into a beginning level high school art curriculum.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In the field of art education, more attention is being paid to the idea of including
popular visual culture—the visual images that saturate students’ lives—into the
classroom art curriculum. Too often a teacher’s immediate response to student interest in
comic books is to remove them completely from the classroom. Instead of writing them
off as distracting or useless in the classroom, why not embrace them and attempt to
discover what it is about comics that attracts student attention? This study aimed to
understand what might be learned from including, rather than excluding, comic book art
and other popular visual culture mediums in the art classroom.
CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION
In a beginning level high school visual arts class, to what extent and in what ways
do student interest in and the understanding of art and visual culture develop through
engagement in a unit of instruction on comic book art.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Art educators have been struggling over the issue of whether to incorporate
contemporary visual culture and outside student interests into the art curriculum. This
study addresses and researches an entrance point for popular visual culture into the visual
arts curriculum through a unit of instruction on comic book art.
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Visual culture suggests that art education is not just about teaching technical skills
and the basic elements and principles of art, but also about teaching an understanding of
how art functions in our environment and how the ideas of other’s affect our lives.
Addressing the subject matter of popular visual culture represents an important
opportunity to empower and instill an understanding of how images function in our daily
lives. Whether they are to pursue a career in art, or just to be an educated observer, it is
important for students in the art classroom to gain an appreciation for and an
understanding of the significant contribution arts and visual culture make to society.
MOTIVATIONS FOR RESEARCH
The motivation for this study came from both my own personal interests in
popular visual culture in the form of comic art and from understanding and developing
curriculum based on contemporary student issues and interests in my graduate
coursework.
Personal Motivations
While observing a high school art classroom in early October 2009, I asked a
student to tell me about her interests in drawing. Her response was immediately,
“Manga” (a Japanese style of comic book drawing). With excitement plastered all over
her face, unprompted, she pulled out her sketchbook full of Manga drawings. Not only
did she show an amazing amount of enthusiasm and passion for this form of art, she was
good at it! When asked if she was permitted to incorporate these drawings into her
2

artwork for school, her response was a sad, “no.” Manga is not a form of art that is
accepted in art contests, so her teacher does not allow it in his classroom.
After this experience, I started to question the nature of art education. If a form of
art is not yet accepted in high school contests, does that mean it should be completely
excluded from the art room? What caused this student to become so interested in these
Manga drawings in the first place? Could this outside interest be used to improve the inclass art learning experience?
This led me to recall my own high school art experience. My interests in drawing
were, and still are, in comic book art. However, that interest always remained outside the
art classroom, except for one instance that I had forgotten about until recently. This past
winter break, an envelope from the Dallas Texas Council Commissioner arrived in the
mail addressed to me. The envelope contained a work of art that I had created in my high
school Art 1 classroom in ninth grade (nine years ago), along with a letter stating that my
original winning drawing from the Dallas County DWI Task Force Book Cover Drawing
Contest was found in the city’s archives; they thought I might want it back. The
assignment for the contest was to create a work in black and white that contained the
antidrug campaign, “Keys to a Safe Start.” I had won the contest for the city of
Richardson, within Dallas County.
Looking at the work for the first time in nine years, I now understood more about
my personal attraction to comic art—it’s what I enjoyed, was interested in, and it
represented me: not Becky Paul the Art 1 student, Becky Paul the person. I realized then
that it is when artists truly love what they are doing that they are able to create their best
3

work. There is a much higher potential for determination, creativity, personality, passion,
and heart for a medium with which the artist loves to create. For me, that medium was
comic book art (see Appendix A for “Keys to a Safe Start” art project).
My interest in comic books was not exclusively school-related. Growing up, I was
often surrounded by comic art. My dad was an avid comic book reader and collector
when he was younger. He owns numerous boxes of comic books he collected and saved
from his past. Although his interest in reading them for fun faded, my father kept the
comics in hopes that he could pass on his love for comic books to his kids. Although I
was not interested in the Superhero comics as he was, I was very interested in the style of
comic book drawings that were represented in his collection. I still have several
sketchbooks from my childhood with illustrations and comic style drawings in them—
just like those in the high school girl’s sketchbook I had seen during my observations. I
also remember that many of my friends who were not taking formal art classes had
similar sketchbooks. This raises the question: If comics had been introduced as a form of
classroom art, would more students have chosen to take an art class and develop an
interest in studying art?
Professional Motivations
Understanding and teaching popular visual culture should be a part of art
education. It is important to examine and to try to understand the visual culture
surrounding students in order to find out how they interpret art and make images
meaningful for themselves.
4

I want to see if there is a passion evoked in students when they are given the
opportunity to explore a medium that is interesting to them and they are engaged in
throughout their everyday lives. If a new opportunity gives a student the chance to find
their niche and excel, then there is a definite need to include that opportunity in the art
curriculum.
Many popular art mediums are not being addressed in the art room. These types
of art are often important to the students personally and can have the power of catching
and keeping their interest; they could possibly even become a student’s entrance into the
art world. Using and teaching many types of traditional art along with popular visual
culture in the classroom can be what ignites a student’s interest in art and learning, and
can potentially reach many students who would otherwise believe they did not have a
place in the art world.
RESEARCH METHODS
In this study, a mixed method research design was used in order to address my
central research questions. The structure combined both qualitative and quantitative
research forms (Creswell, 2009). One of the methodologies I chose for this study was
survey research on the outside ends of the case study. I chose to conduct a participant
survey at both the beginning and end of the case study as well as a follow-up survey six
weeks after the completion of the unit of instruction in order to be able to address any
changes in student opinion over time regarding my central research question.
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I also used the surveys as a form of data collection. The first survey explored an
individual student’s current interests in art, and gauged his or her daily interaction with
comic book art. The survey also appraised students’ current interest, or lack thereof, in
this particular form of popular visual culture. It was also used to collect information
regarding what forms of popular visual culture, if any, the student is interested in, as well
as their gender and age group. The first survey was followed immediately by the case
study.
The case study consisted of a personally developed two-week unit of instruction
on comic book art in a beginning high school visual arts classroom. During this
instructional unit, as part of the case study, I observed and recorded student reactions and
interest, or lack of interest, in the projects and discussions involved in the unit along with
my own insights.
A second survey was administered and data was collected at the end of the unit of
instruction in order to gain a greater understanding of how the students responded to the
instructional unit and what they enjoyed or would change about the unit of instruction.
Finally, a third survey was given to the students approximately six weeks after the
completion of the unit of instruction. This survey was administered to secure a more
accurate understanding regarding if and when there was a change in the student’s
interests in comic art and popular culture over a slightly longer period of time.
My intent was to use both the survey research and case study to gain a greater and
more valid understanding of the students’ response to the unit of instruction. These
research methods are addressed more fully in Chapter 3 of the thesis.
6

DEFINITION OF TERMS


Comics: Juxtaposed pictorial and other images in deliberate sequence, intended
to convey information and/or to produce an aesthetic response in the viewer
(McCloud, 1993).



Comic Strip: Sequence of drawings telling a story in a newspaper or comic book.



Comic Book: A book of comics, comic strips or cartoons, often relating a
sustained narrative.



Graphic novel: A narrative work in which a story is conveyed using sequential
art in either an experimental design or in a traditional comic book format; graphic
novels have a beginning, middle, and end as opposed to an ongoing series as in
comic book. The term is often used to disassociate works from the juvenile or
humorous connotations of ‘comic’ style art, implying that the work is of a more
serious and mature nature than traditional comics (Duncan & Smith, 2009).



Visual culture: A field of study that analyzes and interprets the predominance of
visual forms of media, communication, and information in the postmodern world:
human made visual influences on our lives.



Popular Visual Culture: Popular forms of visual culture, ex: movies, video
games, television, comics etc. In this study, popular visual culture refers to the
visual images that students are interested in outside of the classroom.
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Traditional Art: Largely Western art forms found in museums. Art that is
commonly studied in the American high school classroom and found in classroom
art textbooks.



Lesson: A single instructional activity designed to convey specific content and
information to students in order to provide students with the opportunity to
acquire knowledge or engage in skill based learning.



Unit of Instruction: A series of consecutive sequential lessons purposefully
designed to build on previously acquired knowledge and skill, which becomes
foundational for the next lesson.

LIMITATIONS
The participants in this study were the students in two Pre-Advanced Placement
(Pre-AP) Art 1 classes at JJ Pearce High School in Richardson, Texas. A Pre-AP class is
designed to provide challenging content and a rigorous work schedule within the
curriculum (Richardson Independent School District, 2011). Due to the interdisciplinary
nature of the comic book unit, the teacher, Mr. Longo, felt that bringing the unit into his
classroom would be a good challenge for his Pre-AP students.
I chose this location because it is where I went to high school; I had kept in touch
with the art teachers there. As a student, I went through the art program at JJ Pearce, so I
knew that the school did not have a unit on comic book art. One of the teachers, the one
that I had when I was a student at JJ Pearce, does not permit comic art in the classroom
because, in her experience, the students would often copy images. She said that she did
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not know enough about the medium to recognize if the students were plagiarizing or not.
The other teacher, Mr. Longo, said that he did not teach comic book art because he did
not know how to teach it, but was interested in learning because his students often
requested that he teach a lesson on comics.
The unit of instruction was taught to two Pre-AP Visual Art 1 classes from
Monday, March 28 thorough Friday, April 10, 2011 immediately following the school’s
spring break. There were 28 students in the first class and 25 in the second class. The
findings from this study are unique to these particular visual art classes and cannot be
applied to all Pre-AP art classes.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
I chose to organize this study into six chapters. Chapter One is the Introduction to
the study. Chapter Two is a literature review, which examines many previous studies this
thesis was built from and explains why this research is important to the field of art
education. Chapter Three contains a more thorough discussion of the methodology
utilized in the study and how I constructed the unit of instruction on comic book art.
Chapter Four is a recounting of how the unit of instruction was implemented. This leads
directly into Chapter Five, a discussion of the data analysis. Finally, Chapter Six explains
where the study fits into the art education discourse and how this study could initiate
further research.
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature
The field of art education is growing and encompassing the rich realm of popular
visual culture. Many art educators are struggling to keep up with this growing field. This
review of literature introduces the value of studying visual culture, the importance of its
inclusion within the art classroom, and why comic art would be a successful entrance
point for popular visual culture into a beginning art curriculum.
EXPANSION OF ART EDUCATION
The boundaries of art education are consistently expanding and encompassing
new artistic practices and contemporary discourses. However many art educators are
failing to follow or acknowledge this growth (Duncum, 2001; Freedman, 2003a, 2003b;
Tavin, 2003; Wilson, 2003). An ongoing dialogue has been occurring in our field in
which many art educators who see this growth are calling for a restructuring of the
content of art lessons, and advocating for the addition of introducing visual culture into
the school curriculums (Gude, 2007; Tavin, 2005b; Wilson, 2003). These advocates
argue that the field of art education should be expanding to go beyond the traditional
world of art and into the vast, pedagogically rich, and student relevant, realm of visual
culture (Freedman, 1997, 2003a, 2003b; Tavin, 2003, Taylor & Ballengee-Morris, 2003).
The growth of visual culture has created increasingly omnipresent image
saturation in today’s society (Tavin, 2003). Duncum (2002) agrees, “we are living our
everyday lives through visual imagery” (p.15). This imagery, in the form of popular
visual culture, is seen on billboards, television, the Internet, magazines, in books, comic
10

books, video games, movie theaters, shopping malls, and so on. The growth of the field
of visual culture reveals that art really is a part of students’ everyday lives. Accordingly,
art educators have an increasingly more important responsibility in understanding, and
engaging with, how visual culture influences students’ lives. In this process, educators
also help students to develop an understanding of how to construct knowledge, meaning,
and social relatedness and understanding of themselves within the world in regards to
their visual surroundings (Duncum, 2001; Freedman, 1997, 2003a, 2003b; Tavin, 2003;
Taylor & Ballengee-Morris, 2003).
STRUGGLE TO KEEP UP WITH CONTEMPORARY ART
One of the major obstacles to the inclusion of popular visual culture into the art
curriculum is that art educators tend to be stuck in repetitive patterns by teaching what is
most comfortable to them (Tavin, 2005b). Educators teach what they know and what they
where taught to teach. Proponents of visual culture challenge this standard of teaching
traditional art (Tavin, 2003). However, there are still many other reasons for the lack of
visual culture inclusion in a curriculum. The vast number of topics and possible content
available to cover within a visual culture curriculum is in itself an obstacle to the
inclusion (Efland, 2005). Furthermore, many art teachers feel they are not prepared to
cover the complexity of teaching contemporary visual culture or they fear the loss of
attention to art production or to the importance of traditional fine art (Efland, 2005;
Freedman, 2003a). In addition, parents and school administrators hinder some educators
who wish to include popular visual culture into their art curriculum, while some
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educators do not believe it should be part of an art education curriculum (Duncum, 2002).
For these and other varying reasons, art educators have limited their scope of teaching,
and their curricula tend to remain drawn from “art museum territory… and the elements
and principles of design” (Tavin, 2003; Wilson, 2003, p. 219).
However, “images play a more central role in the construction of consciousness
and the creation of knowledge than in the past” (Tavin, 2003, p. 204). Students are using
the growing number of images in their society in order to construct knowledge for
themselves about the visual arts and about the way they perceive the world around them
(Freedman, 1997). It is apparent that popular visual culture is important for students in
helping them to create an understanding of their visual surroundings, and it is a relevant
field of study that has an impact on the lives of students.
THE VALUE OF STUDYING VISUAL CULTURE
In response to this struggle for art educators to include visual culture in their
curriculum, students appear to be losing interest in art education (Toku, 2001). One
reason for this indifference: they are unable to see the connections that traditional art has
to their own lives. Wilson agrees that teaching contemporary art, art that is often
informed by visual culture, has an importance because it is directly related to the world of
the students. This type of art holds more possibilities for informing students about their
own lives rather than traditional art of the past, because these are works of their own
time, and not the world of another era (2003).
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Within the field of visual culture there is a movement away from the teaching of
technique and into the process of idea developments taught to students in order to enrich
their work (Freedman, 2003a). The idea behind the work becomes a basis of study, and
not just the accepted visually aesthetic appeal. It is in this way that students can
experience and learn cultural and personal reasons for producing art, as well as engage
students in confronting certain social issues that are present within their society (Tavin,
2003).
Once students are able to interpret and understand their surroundings, they can
then begin to look critically at images and “reflect on the importance of visual arts in
shaping culture, society, and even individual identity” (Freedman, 2003b, p. xi). Students
can start to ask questions about the meaning of images that are present in their
environment and can begin to construct a knowledge base and interact with visual culture
inside and outside of school. Students and teachers can begin to understand what
influences the way they think and act within a society. Everyone has encounters with
these images and would benefit from being taught about visual culture, whether or not
they will go on to be artists (Freedman, 2003a; Manifold, 2009).
With the emerging array of visual images in today’s society and the influences
these images have on students inside and outside the classroom, it is apparent that
popular visual culture is becoming even more vital to human development in the
contemporary world and should be addressed in some way within the art curriculum
(Duncum, 2001; Freedman, 1997, 2003a, 2003b).
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MOVING VISUAL CULTURE TO THE CLASSROOM
Visual culture has a complex structure that is too complicated to decipher
completely. This complexity is illustrated in Brent Wilson’s (2003) article, “Of Diagrams
and Rhizomes: Visual Culture, Contemporary Art, and the Impossibility of Mapping the
Content of Art Education.” The vastness of the topic leaves art educators unsure about
how to tackle the issue of visual culture inclusion into the curriculum. Wilson (2003)
offers four suggestions or options as ways to handle this complexity. His first option is to
ignore its inclusion completely. Some art educators find visual culture not to be
worthwhile, or the “enemy of high art” (p. 224). Wilson’s (2003) second option is to add
a few aspects of visual culture into the already existing curricula, having a balance
between “convention and innovation” (p. 224). The third possibility is to make art
education completely exploratory with a lack of structure. Wilson’s (2003) fourth
suggestion is to shift the location of teaching from the art classroom to the space between
schools and “the realms of contemporary art and popular visual culture—a parasite along
the main site” (p. 225). In this site students would be able to construct their own interests
based on the content of their art classes and their visual culture interest (Wilson, 2003).
Based on Wilson’s fourth site, one of the ways to include visual culture into the
curriculum is to look to the students and their interests (2003, 2005). The choices and
connections to visual culture students have already made outside of the classroom could
give art educators a starting point in the direction of teaching visual culture in the
classroom.
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In agreement, Pamela Taylor and Christine Ballengee-Morris (2003) in “Using
Visual Culture to Put a Contemporary Fizz on the Study of Pop Art,” offer a way to use
the Pop Art Movement as an argument and an entry for also bringing the discussion of
popular visual culture into classrooms without a complete curriculum change. Pop artists
used images from visual culture and consumerism to critique and comment on the
consumerist society following the Second World War. Taylor and Ballengee-Morris
(2003) suggest that by studying and collaboratively discussing Pop Artists and the use of
visual culture of within their works would stem from a student-oriented discussion and
the critical viewing of the visual culture that already has a powerful influence on the
students’ own lives.
Another method of including visual culture into the classroom is suggested by
Tavin (2003) in “Wrestling with Angels, Searching for Ghosts: Toward a Critical
Pedagogy of Visual Culture.” Tavin suggests that educators can also begin to include
visual culture by sharing in the process of learning (2003). Educators ask questions to
themselves and to their students in a collaborative effort in which students and teachers
together evaluate the way they experience visual culture (Tavin, 2003). Tavin (2003)
proposes asking questions such as, “What images are we currently exposed to in visual
culture?” and “What do we learn from these images?” This is done in order to focus
students on their everyday experiences encountered in popular visual culture (p. 208).
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COMIC ART AS POPULAR VISUAL CULTURE
Some art educators are already engaging students in a form of visual culture. For
example, many studies point to comic art, or Manga (Japanese comic art), as a popular
visual culture interest of numerous students (Berkowitz & Packer, 2001; Eisner 1985;
Toku, 2001; Williams, 2008; Wilson, 2003).
Comic books, among other popular visual culture interests, are a way to get
students engaged in art that otherwise they would not be interested in, especially since
comic books already have a presence in the lives of most students (Berkowitz & Packer,
2001). Comic art has “established an undeniable position in the popular culture of this
century” (Eisner, 1985, p. 5). Comics are a medium of art just like “sculpture” or
“painting,” and reading and creating comic book art encourages students to examine
complex concepts including personal experiences and empowerment addressed within
visual culture (Abel & Madden, 2008; Berkowitz & Packer, 2001; Williams, 2008;
Wilson, 2005).
THE RICH HISTORY OF (AMERICAN) COMIC ART
This popular visual culture medium also holds many pedagogical opportunities
within its rich history, appropriation through Pop Art, and it is a powerful literary and
artistic teaching tool. Investigating comic art and its history provides many opportunities
and ranges of issues that could be delved into within an art classroom, including but not
limited too “high and low art, the mass reproduction and circulation of images in the
global market, democracy and visual culture” (Roeder, 2008, p. 7). Comic art has a rich
16

American history that is connected to many of society’s political and social issues that
could make for strong discussions in a classroom setting (Cassel, 2003; Duncun & Smith,
2009). The American comics started out with R.F.Outcaut’s Yellow Kid, appearing in a
newspaper in the late nineteenth century. This comic deals with social class issues by
portraying a young child wandering through New York’s immigrant ghettos, thus
offering entertainment to the less fortunate and also a hope of survival (Cassel, 2003;
Duncun & Smith, 2009).
Students would also be interested to know that Superman was developed as a
political response to Adolf Hitler’s call for the “super race of men.” Readers wanted to
see an ordinary man battle evil. Many other comic superheroes were also developed to
boost morale during the Second World War by battling and defeating “homegrown
evildoers behind American child labor, government corruption, lynching, and even
domestic violence” (Cassel, 2003, p. 18; Duncun & Smith, 2009). Comics were growing
in popularity as they were being used as entertainment, a universal language for
propaganda, and commercialism following the war.
However, in 1954 after comic books witnessed a growth in popularity, Fredric
Wertham’s book Seduction of the Innocent: The Influence of Comic Books on Today’s
Youth fueled fears that comic books caused juvenile delinquency. Comic book publishers
immediately following the scare responded by creating a self-regulatory Code of the
Comics Magazine Association of America to censor comics. This action made comics
more childish, with an emphasis on “family values and good clean fun” (Cassel, 2003, p.
19, Duncan & Smith, 2009). Unfortunately, some of the negative connotations
17

surrounding comic books still remain and can be used to fuel a class discussion on
censorship.
Comics that had been used to give voice to social and political reform were
silenced by the comic code. Fortunately, during the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960’s,
comics found resurgence in American Pop Art. Pop artists used the common language of
comics and the meanings and stigmas behind well know characters to fuel their works of
art and to make the meanings more accessible to the public (Cassel, 2003).
Pop artists worked to blur the boundaries of high and low art by evolving their art
out of consumerism, popular visual culture, and making their art work more accessible to
the masses and not purely the academic audiences. Studying Pop artists such as Richard
Hamilton, Roy Lichtenstein, and Andy Warhol, who used comic appropriations within
their works, would be a good entrance point to understand the influence of the well
known language of comics and how popular visual culture can have an impact through art
(Bigham, 2007; Taylor & Ballengee-Morris, 2003).
Not only are comics rich with possibilities, but they also have rich origins
connected to historic works of art in early cave paintings, Egyptian hieroglyphics and
tomb paintings, and even in Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel through the beginnings of
sequential art (Duncan & Smith, 2009; McCloud, 1993). If the medium were explored
further, educators would find the (not so) hidden treasures and discussions that comics
could bring into an art classroom.
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COMIC ART AS A GROWING FIELD
Comic art has been a popular phenomenon within the younger generations for
many years, but now more than ever the field is growing. Over time, comic art has
become more and more artistically and academically respected and accepted. Cartoonbased imagery and comic art has become a common language and is emerging in
contemporary art galleries and museums around the world. Contemporary artists have
increasingly used the comic vocabulary to make their artwork more accessible and
understandable to the general public (Cassel, 2003; Clark, Bloemink, Merino, &
Gribenas, 2002; Marcoci, 2007; Roeder, 2008).
About six months after this study took place, the validation of including comic art
in the classroom was further supported by an increase of interest on comics in art
education and in the art world by the October 2011 edition of Art News magazine, which
featured “Where art meets comics.” This edition recognized that the “boundary between
fine art and comics has grown increasingly porous” (Miranda, 2011, p. 93). Also released
was the November 2011 edition of Scholastic Art, featuring “The art of cartooning,” an
issue that focused on creating comics and cartooning with secondary school art classes.
With the expansion of the field, more and more people are also becoming
interested in the artistic and commercial aspects of comics. Public libraries have begun
circulating graphic novels due to patron demand, and they have become one of the fastest
growing materials within the library system (Duncan & Smith, 2009).
Furthermore, over the last decade an astonishing number of comic books, comic
strips, and graphic novels encompassing many different genres have been adapted for the
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big screen, putting comics in an even larger spotlight (Roeder, 2008). However,
education has yet to reflect this growth (Abel & Madden, 2008). For these reasons,
among many others, comic art should have a place within the art curriculum.
COMIC ART AS AN ENTRANCE FOR VISUAL CULTURE
I propose that because of its growth and popularity, as well as its rich history,
common language, and inclusion in museum settings, comic art would be a good entrance
point for art educators into teaching visual culture. According to scholars Jay Berkowitz
and Todd Packer (2001) in “Heroes in the Classroom: Comic Books in Art Education,”
comic book art has many pedagogical opportunities that begin with the students’ interest.
As an art teacher, Berkowitz believes that comic books are an excellent addition to the art
curriculum and an engaging way to initiate student interest (Berkowitz & Packer, 2001).
Many art educators agree that comic books are a powerful teaching tool in art
education (Berkowitz & Packer, 2001; Bitz, 2004; Roeder, 2008; Toku, 2001; Williams,
2008; Wilson, 2005). According to Rachel Williams (2008) in “Image, Text, and Story:
Comics and Graphic Novels in the Classroom,” comics are a good way to blur the
boundaries of visual culture and the classroom. Williams (2008) also argues that comics
are a way to enter Brent Wilson’s fourth site, categorized as the between space, the site
between school and the realms of contemporary art and popular visual culture (Wilson,
2003).
In addition, because of the pedagogical opportunities of comic book art, this form
of popular visual culture would also make an easier transition for the art educator who
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believes art is what is in museums, because museum exhibitions such as Masters of
American Comics, and the Modern Museum of Art’s Comic Abstraction, have begun to
acknowledge the influence comic art has had on the larger culture (Roeder, 2008).
The only way to truly gauge the potential of visual culture and comic book art on
students would be to personally experience a unit of instruction in which students engage
in the comic book making process.
SUMMARY
The field of art education is constantly growing. Art educators are beginning to
pay more attention to making the art classroom relevant to the lives and interests of their
students through the inclusion of popular visual culture. I proposed that bringing comic
book art into an art classroom would be a good entrance point for the inclusion of popular
visual culture. The following chapter discusses how I decided to carry out this study and
the choices I made in the process for coming up with the unit of instruction on comic
book art.
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Chapter 3: Curricular Decisions and Methodology
The following chapter discusses the curricular decisions leading up to the
implementations of this study, how I chose to construct the unit of instruction on comic
book art, and a more thorough discussion of the research methodologies I utilized in the
study including a description of how and why I chose to apply those methods throughout
the unit.
LEADING UP TO THE STUDY
Over the past year and half, before engaging in the unit of instruction, I started
collecting books on how to draw comics and cartoons, historical discussions of comics,
and many different styles of comic books to use as reference material for both myself and
for the students in the art classroom. During this process, it was very interesting to see the
expansion in the wide variety of comics and graphic novels sections in different
bookstores that were not available only a few years prior to this study, and the great
number of “how-to-draw” art books that are now available for comics, manga, graphic
novels, and cartoons. I believe that the increase in the amount of books in the medium of
comic art is a direct reflection of the growth in the popularity of this form of art within
the student-age population and older.
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Creating the Comic Book Lesson
When trying to locate past literature or lesson plans on comic book art to aid in
the construction of my instructional unit, I came up short. Though there has been a recent
growth in numbers of how-to-draw books on comics and cartoons, none of the books
were designed to teach comics quickly and at a beginning level. There is also very little
research material aimed toward developing curriculum around comic book art or studies
that focus on creating or using comics in a classroom setting. As presented in the
Literature Review (Chapter 2), the inclusion of comics and popular visual culture into an
art classroom has been a fairly recent trend. While there were some very well written and
informative works on the importance of comics and creating comics, the writings tended
to be too complex for the level of a typical high school student and the brief amount of
time available for this study.
The books that I found most useful in helping me to understanding the content
knowledge needed for creating comics were a textbook by Jessica Abel and Matt
Madden, Drawing Words and Writing Pictures (2008), Scott McCloud’s Making Comics
(2006), and Will Eisner’s Comics and Sequential Art: Principles and Practice of the
World’s Most Popular Art Form (1985). However, in order to create a unit of instruction
that would be understandable to a beginning level high school art class, I had to formulate
my own unit by trying to make the complex mechanics of comic book design presented
in these sources more comprehensible to a beginning level art classroom. Due to the
beginning level of the students and the short time length of the instructional unit, I had to
pick and choose the information that I believed to be the most important and relevant to
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teaching this unit of instruction. My greatest obstacle when creating the unit was
attempting to give the students a well-rounded unit of instruction on comics while still
staying within the strict time constraints of the study.
My goal was to take the important information and convert it into a more
understandable language for the students. I found myself pulling bits and pieces out of
these more complex sources, among many others, in order to create a unit that would fit
within the parameters of the study and would provide the students with the amount of
knowledge necessary to be able to successfully create their own comics.
In order to assess the importance of the information and to gauge what the
students would need to learn in order to create their comics, I produced a comic book in
the same format the students would use. It was also during this process that I learned
what instructions and cautions should be included in the instructional unit in order to
keep students from running into some of the technical issues I encountered when creating
my comic.
Creating My Own Comic Book as an Example
In the process of creating my comic, I found myself asking many questions
including but not limited to: How did I translate the story into a comic? How did I come
up with a story to tell? How did I design my characters? How did I decide the setting?
How long should my comic be? I wanted to try to find out what the issues would be and
fix them before they occurred in the classroom. I also wanted to understand what
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mechanics and specific skills the students would need to learn in order for them to create
their own comic and to make sure to include that information into the unit.
I included all the technical mechanics involved in creating my comic and any
helpful vocabulary I learned from my research in the unit. I also included a brief history
that would acknowledge the importance of comics and sequential art in the world of
“traditional art.” What follows is a discussion of how I decided what to include within the
unit of instruction. What was actually included in the instructional unit on comic book art
is presented in greater detail in Chapter 4.
Coming up with a Story
Once I felt I had a handle on the basics of creating a comic, I started trying to
think of a story that I would want to tell. I had trouble coming up with a story of my own
that I thought would be funny or worth telling, so I chose one of my father’s stories. He
used to tell me stories when I was younger, about the mischief he would get into when he
was a kid. There was one story that stood out in my memory more clearly than some of
the others, so I decided that it would be the story I would tell in my comic. Because I had
trouble coming up with a story for my own comic, I thought the students might run into
the same difficulty. To help them overcome this obstacle, I created a worksheet that
would help the students generate ideas about what their stories could be (see Appendix B
for the worksheet).
The story I used for my comic:
My father, Craig, attended religious school every Sunday. One Sunday, after
class, my father was outside the school building with his friend Howie when they
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saw the teacher locking up the building. The teacher then put something in the
mailbox. Curious, Craig and Howie went to look inside the mailbox at what the
teacher left there, and discovered that it was a key to the school. They decided to
take it and would arrive early the next Sunday to bring it back and no one would
notice. Unfortunately, the next Sunday Craig got sick, forgot about the key, and
stayed home. Needless to say there was not Sunday school that Sunday.
Now that I had a story, I needed to translate it into a comic. I had to figure out
what materials to use, what my characters would look like, what the setting would be,
what images would go into each panel, what the characters would say in each panel, how
many pages would the comic be, and what the physical size the comic would be. These
were just a few of the issues I would need to work out. I knew the students would face the
same issues in the days ahead.
Materials
When I began thinking about creating comic books, I started looking into the
types of materials comic artists use. I attended a comic convention in Austin, Texas and
looked at the materials utilized by many of the artists at this gathering. They used nonphoto blue pencils for their drafts because scanners and copy machines do not recognize
the blue in the pencil. They also used inks, brush markers, and micron pens.
Unfortunately, all these materials are quite expensive. The types of materials students
would be using to create their comics would generally be materials available to the
classroom teacher. They, of course, did not have photo blue pencils, so the students
would need to use regular pencils and erasers. Instead of micron pens for outlining
characters, the students would use thin tipped Sharpies. Instead of brush markers or ink
and brushes, they would use Prismacolor pencils. Although I would have liked for the
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students to experiment with the materials that professional comic book artist’s use,
financially this would be unfeasible.
Creating my Characters and Setting
The story I chose to tell had two main characters and a teacher. I created my dad’s
character, Craig, utilizing what I though were his most defining features: his glasses and
his curly hair. I had no idea what Howie, his sidekick, looked like, so I created a
character that I thought looked goofy enough with simple features that were different
from Craig’s and would be easy to replicate over many panels.
I decided on the style of clothing the characters would wear based on the setting.
My dad grew up in Baltimore, Maryland. Most of his stories had to do with the cold and
the snow, so I dressed my characters in warm weather clothes and made sure to draw row
houses in the background on the first page to establish the setting. The setting would then
remain in the readers’ minds throughout the rest of the comic.
The Script
Unfortunately, when I created my comic, I did not think to make a script first.
This was evident in the readability of the comic. I left out important information that was
necessary for the reader to understand the story. Many important pieces were missing and
others should have been edited out.
Because of this mishap, I decided to add a scripting step in the process that would
help the students recognize readability issues before they drew the text into the final
comics. The script would contain the story, the dialogue for each frame, and a description
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or sketch of the images that would be in the frame. Hopefully, this would help take away
many of the uneven storyline issues that I encountered. The script would also aid in
deciding exactly how many panels would be needed in order to complete the comic.
Comic Size
The availability of comic-making materials and the time constraints for the unit of
instruction were both factors in coming up with the size and the template of the students’
comics. Originally, I had drawn my comic on a 9” x 12” page, front and back. This page
folded into an 8-page book. However, based on my results, this size was too large for
many copy machines, which would make the possibility of reproduction unlikely. I even
had trouble getting samples of my comic reproduced to show the class. I had to digitally
shrink the work and then print it out on 8.5” x 11” sheets of paper.
The 8.5” x 11” size was also confirmed as appropriate when Mr. Longo, the
teacher, showed me the poster board (the only thick white paper the school had available
at the time) that would be need to be cut down for the project. The poster board would cut
perfectly into six 8.5” x 11” sheets of paper. Because of these constraints, the students’
projects would need to be 8.5” x 11” and would fold into an 8-page book. The students
could use those 8 pages in any way they chose. They could turn the pages into multiple
panels on a page, or they could use the entire page as one panel (see Appendix C for the
comic I created for the unit of instruction).
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Guest Comic Book Artist
When creating the unit of instruction I felt that while I knew a lot of information
about comics and comic art, I did not think it included enough firsthand experience. I
believed the students would gain much from meeting a working comic artist that could
impress upon the students that this is a legitimate form of art and a viable profession to
pursue. I also felt that bringing someone else into the classroom would help fill in any
holes I may not have filled in creating the unit.
In order to identify a guest comic artist I went onto the Internet and searched for
comic artists in the Dallas area. I found a few and sent emails to each of them explaining
my thesis topic and asking if any of them would be interested in coming to the school and
talking to the class. I luckily received a reply from Joel Watson.
Joel Watson is a cartoonist and illustrator based in Dallas. He is also the creator of
a popular webcomic called ‘Hijinks Ensue’ (http://hijinksensue.com/portfolio/) that deals
with popular geek culture.
Classroom setup
The art classroom used in this study was on the second floor of the high school
and was situated in the fine arts hallway. This hallway includes three art and one
ceramics classroom and is somewhat secluded from the rest of the school. The classroom
was set up in tables, four students to a table. Each class had approximately 30 students.
During the teaching of this unit, the regular Art 1 classes were in the middle of a papiermâché project, so the tables were pushed together in rows and had trays full of buckets on
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them. Generally, the tables are clear and separated in the classroom; however for this unit
they were not. The students in this classroom were permitted to pick where they would
like to sit at the beginning of the school year, so the majority of them were sitting with
their friends and often engaged in conversation throughout the class periods.
METHODOLOGY
This study was undertaken in order to discover the effects of adding a unit of
instruction on popular visual culture, in the form of comic book art, to an art curriculum
and to determine how students would respond to the lessons. In order to conduct this
research I implemented a mixed method research design. This structure combined both
qualitative and quantitative research forms (Creswell, 2009).
After an examination of different types of methodologies, I chose to use mixed
method research because this form would permit the use and analysis of more evidence
and would address more complicated questions than would be available in a single
methodology. This was important in order to help increase the validity of the study (Yin,
2009). The mixed methodologies I used were survey research conducted on the outside
ends of a case study and a final survey about six weeks after the case study was
completed.
Robert Yin (2009) states, “As a research method, the case study is used in many
situations, to contribute to our knowledge of individual, group, organizational, social,
political, and related phenomena” (p. 4). In particular, case studies are ideal for
understanding and interpreting education-related observations (Merriam, 1988). Case
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studies have many different applications that made this methodology favorable for this
study. For example, using a case study permitted me to draw conclusions relevant to a
specific location, or classroom. In this case, it was two Pre-AP Art 1 classrooms in
Richardson, Texas. The methodology also left room for interpretation to explain a casual
link to real-life interventions that are too complex for only survey research to encompass.
A case study could also describe the contexts in which certain observation and analysis
occurred, illustrate certain topics of evaluation, and enlighten the situation being
evaluated if there is not a clear understandable outcome (Yin, 2009).
In the past, case study research has been criticized as not being a valid
methodology, and genuine reflections of events have been questioned (Yin, 2009). In
order to improve the validity of the research, an embedded survey was taken at the
beginning and end of the case study, and a final survey was administered a month
afterward. Survey research is also one of the most effective and dependable ways to
obtain information that is both reliable and valid (Alreck & Settle, 2004). The surveys in
this study were used as a tool to measure the effect the study had on the class, and also
how the class viewed the issues being addressed before and after the study.
The survey research design was used to provide a quantitative “description of
trends, attitudes, or opinions of a population by studying a sample of that population”
(Creswell, 2009, p. 12). In this study, a self-administered survey was given to the
beginning level high school art classroom and was used as a way to obtain information
and to understand students’ current interests, views on comic books, and popular visual
culture at the beginning and end of the case study and again six weeks following (Fowler,
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2002). The surveys were anonymous so the students would not feel self-conscious about
the answers they provided.
The surveys were also used as a form of data collection to provide a description of
the classrooms attitudes and opinions related to the study taken before, immediately after,
and finally, six weeks following the unit of instruction. Observation and journaling after
each class session was also an important form of data collection. How the surveys were
created is addressed in more detail in Chapter 5.
The case study explored, in depth, a group of individuals: in this study, the group
was a beginning level Pre-AP studio art class at JJ Pearce High School in Richardson,
Texas. This study used a representative single-case study format to capture the
circumstances and conditions of an everyday or commonplace situation (Yin, 2009, p.
480). In other words, this was an example of a case that represented the demographics
and interests of high school beginning level Pre-AP art students in a suburban city.
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Chapter 4: Implementing the Unit of Instruction
Due to the two-week time constraint of the unit of instruction, I chose to limit the
lessons and the guest comic book artist to the first week of the unit in order to give the
students time to work on their comics and ask any questions that may arise about the
comic book art making process during the second week of instruction. Each class runs for
50 minutes.
OVERVIEW OF THE TWO-WEEK UNIT OF INSTRUCTION

Week 1
Day 1 (Monday): Introduction to comics

Students were introduced to comics as a medium of art, the
definition of comics, and a brief history of comics.

Day 2: Style, characters, setting, and
vocabulary

The students were introduced to the different styles of
comics, including: manga, cartoon comics, and the
American comic book style. The students were also taught
about character design, setting, and some of comic book
art’s common vocabulary.

Day 3: Title page, pacing, and cell
transitions

Students were given a brief review of previous material and
then introduced to creating a title page, the importance of
pacing, and the different types of cell (panel) transitions and
how these elements work to make up a comic.

Day 4: Comic Artist

Joel Watson, the comic artist, came to talk to the class.

Day 5: Questions

This day was used for answering questions and giving
students any individual help they may need.

Week 2
Day 6: Template

The students used this entire day to create the template for
their final comic

Day 7-10

These days were dedicated for student art production and
any individual help the students needed.
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IN THE CLASSROOM
Entering the school for the first day of the unit, I was a bit nervous. No, actually, I
was extremely nervous. I feared that the students would not be interested in the unit and
would rebel against having an outsider “messing things up” in their classroom. I also
feared that because I am young, and look even younger than I am, I would have a hard
time gaining the students’ respect.
I entered the school, showed the RISD (Richardson Independent School District)
badge I had received from the administration building prior to my arrival, and signed in. I
was carrying a really heavy bag full of many of the books I had collected as examples
and references for the unit. I walked up the stairs, which were directly behind the sign-in
desk, with my painfully heavy bag and turned right down the secluded fine arts hallway
toward the classroom.
Despite my nerves and fears, I put on a brave face, took a deep breath, and
entered the art classroom. Mr. Longo, the teacher, was in his office inside the art
classroom. There was another girl in the office with him; she was his current student
teacher who was observing the classroom at the time. Mr. Longo came out of the room,
greeted me, and introduced me to the student teacher, Mrs. O. I was told that Mrs. O
would be observing the unit of instruction. She told me she would be happy to help with
anything and would also be willing to give me advice and feedback as well. The extra set
of eyes and ears helped to take some of the pressure off, but I was still nervous.
Finally, Mr. Longo asked me if I was ready, and I said, “yes!”—feigning
enthusiasm as my stomach was really turning inside. Although I had feared the worst,
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my first experience in the classroom was very positive. I calmed down a little when a
female student came rushing into the classroom with enthusiasm and asked Mr. Longo
when the unit of instruction on comic books would occur. He then introduced me as the
“comic girl” and told her it would be today. She got really excited and shared the
information and excitement with another girl who had entered the classroom shortly
thereafter.
This first encounter eased my fears a little because at least I new there was one
girl who was excited about the lesson. Before the class started I talked with her and asked
what type of comics she was interested in; she replied “Manga.”
UNIT OF INSTRUCTION
The first day of the unit was dedicated to introducing comics as a medium of art.
The students were introduced to the definition of comics, a brief history, and a discussion
of the place comic’s hold in the world of fine art. To introduce the unit, the students were
asked what came to their minds when they thought of comics. Some of the student replies
included: superheroes, manga, Archie comics, humor, and surprisingly someone
answered “vintage.”
The idea that “vintage” came to the mind of a student when thinking about comics
was somewhat ironic considering the discussion of bringing comics into the art classroom
is relatively new. It is also interesting that comics are considered a form of current
popular visual culture and some students still think of them as “vintage” or old fashioned.
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This brings in the issues that surround the connotation and the preconceived notions of
the word “comic” and why comics are now often referred to as “Graphic Novels.”
WHAT IS A COMIC?
When introducing the students to the definition of comics, I chose to use Scott
McCloud’s definition because I think it is one of the most thorough, understandable, and
all encompassing. McCloud (1993) defines comics as, “juxtaposed pictorial and other
images in deliberate sequence, intended to convey information and/or to produce an
aesthetic response in the viewer” (p. 9). However, because this was a beginning level
high school art classroom of mostly 9th grade students (for results from survey 1 see
Appendix D), the definition had to be explained more in depth. Comics were defined in
the classroom as the term for images purposefully placed next to each other in order to
inform or tell a story. To further their understanding, students were also given examples
of comics and what could be confused for a comic. For example, the students were asked
if an illustrated children’s book was considered a comic. The class was divided on their
answer. The answer to this question is generally “no” because with a children’s book
story, the images usually illustrate what is being told. In a comic, the images, side by
side, tell part, or all, of the story. In a storybook, the reader can read and understand a
story without pictures, but a reader cannot read and understand a comic without the
images, because the images help to tell the story.
Next, the students were presented with the idea that comics are a medium of art,
like painting or sculpture. They were taught the various ways of presenting that medium:
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in a comic book, a graphic novel, or a comic strip. A comic book is a sequential art form
in which the narrative, an event or a series of events, is presented in a book, which often
resembles a magazine or is told over several sheets of paper (Duncan & Smith, 2009). A
graphic novel is also a sequential art form in which a narrative is presented in a
traditional comic book format, or sometimes in a modified more experimental design that
still uses the mechanics of a comic book. While traditional comic books often outwardly
resemble magazines, graphic novels resemble the outward appearance of a book or novel.
The term “graphic novel” was created to elevate the status of the art form by allowing
creators and publishers to distance themselves from the negative connotations associated
with comic books even though, by definition, the art forms appear to be comparable.
Graphic novels are often seen as more serious and mature than traditional comics, and are
larger in size and length; they hold self-contained works as opposed to an ongoing series
of smaller continuing stories (Duncan & Smith, 2009; McCloud, 2000).
Comic strips are different from comic books and graphic novels. Comic strips
come within a newspaper and are often viewed or read by a wider audience because of
their convenience; comic books are something people have to seek out. Comic strips also
differ in mechanics because they are a shorter sequence of drawings often in a more
simple but rigid composition that is not bound together. Comic books and graphic novels
are bound together, often have a more complex composition, and tell a longer narrative
(Duncan & Smith, 2009).
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A HISTORY OF COMICS AND SEQUENTIAL ART
The students were then taught a brief, but rich history of comics in order to give
them a greater understanding of the significance the medium and where it originated
within the world of art. The first comics were known to have their beginnings in cave
paintings: juxtaposed images in deliberate sequence were painted or scratched onto cave
walls to convey simple narratives. The Egyptians in their hieroglyphics and tomb
paintings also used comics, or sequential art. They used hieroglyphics to tell stories
through a sequence of side-by-side art within the walls of the great pyramids (Duncan &
Smith, 2009; McCloud, 1993). Greek and Roman rulers also used sequential art within
their sculptures to tell stories of their conquests. Finally, there is Michelangelo’s
sequential story covering the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel (McCloud, 1993). Although
these few examples are certainly not what anyone would think to associate with the
comics of today, they were some of the first known works of narrative art. These historic
works are the beginnings of sequential art and offer a significant background and origin
to the development of comics. The question that remains is: Since comics have a rich
history, why are they minimized to be something frivolous today?
In 1954, after comic books witnessed a growth in popularity, negative publicity
spread throughout America as a result of Fredric Wertham’s book Seduction of the
Innocent: The Influence of Comic Books on Today’s Youth. Wertham’s book fueled fears
that comic books caused juvenile delinquency. Although the reading of this book was not
widespread, ideas drawn from it were circulated and people began to think negatively of
comic books, which caused the comic book publishers to create a self-regulatory Code of
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the Comics Magazine Association of America (Duncan & Smith, 2009). The code let
parents know that the comic books were not bad for children and had to pass censors to
make sure the content was appropriate. Unfortunately, after the release of Wertham’s
book, other publications initiated complaints, and negativity spread by word of mouth.
The creation of the comic code was not enough, and the negative connotations
surrounding comic books still remain, more than 50 years later. The invention of the
television took the unwanted negative attention away from comics, but unfortunately it
also took away the interest of readers.
Comic books and comic artists have had to overcome many obstacles to finally
gain back their popularity and credibility as an art form. As stated earlier, one of the
major reasons for the foundation of the term “graphic novel” was to distinguish the newer
works from the rough history of the traditional comic book.
Are Comics a Form of Fine Art?
With some basic knowledge of the rich history of comics and sequential art,
students were then asked whether they believed comics are a form of fine art. This
question stemmed from my concern about understanding if learning about comic art and
popular visual culture has a place in a fine art classroom. Emerging from this question,
there was a discussion within the class about what defines fine art. Students responded
with typical answers such as “traditional art” and “works in a museum” or “paintings
done by famous artists.”
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The turning point of this discussion was when I showed the class a work of art by
Roy Liechtenstein juxtaposed with the original comic book page that his work was
derived from (Figure 1). I left the students with the questions, “Who is the real artist?”
Many agreed that the real artist was the original comic artist, and others were unsure.
However, up until the question, the students perceived Roy Lichtenstein as a fine artist.
So if Roy Lichtenstein’s work is considered fine art, then the students ran into issues
thinking about the original comic artists work as fine art because traditionally comic art is
considered more of a low form of art that does not belong in a fine art museum setting.

Figure 1: Deconstructing Roy Lichtenstein
Retrieved from: http://davidbarsalou.homestead.com/LICHTENSTEINPROJECT.html
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I asked the class the following question: If I spent hours on end creating a
painting that I thought was worthy of being in a museum, would that be fine art? They
agreed that it would be fine art. From this discussion, the students came to the conclusion
that if artwork is done well, no matter the format, then it should be considered fine art.
So, when asked if comics should be considered a form of fine art, the class said yes—but
only if the artwork is executed well.
FIRST ASSIGNMENT
This short introduction to comics took a little over half of the class period during
the first day of the instructional unit. Each class period was 50 minutes long. The students
were left with about 15 minutes to work on the first part of their assignment. The first
assignment for the students was for them to familiarize themselves with comics and begin
to develop a story. They were provided with many resources and a handout that listed
social issues that they could use to aid in brainstorming (see Appendix B). Examples of
various kinds of comics and formats were put out on their tables for inspiration and
references. The students were to come up with a story they would like to tell. The story
could be real or made-up. It could be their story or they could tell someone else’s story.
The students were briefly reintroduced to the basics of telling a story. The story
must have a beginning, middle, and an end with a moral/plot or present a problem and
resolution. Towards the end of the class time, they were asked to share their stories to
make sure that they were working and not just talking to their friends. Sharing their
stories would also help to give other students ideas about how to proceed and to talk
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through ways to turn a story into a comic. The students were to have a written draft of
their short stories to turn in by the next class day. Unfortunately, this did not happen.
DO STUDENTS TODAY LACK CREATIVITY?
While the lesson seemed to have gone well on the first day, students had trouble
creating and/or sharing their stories. Students were given time and assigned to groups to
help come up with possible stories they could tell. They were handed a list of viable
issues they could use to aid in creating their stories. The first AP Art 1 class came up with
some pretty good narratives, but the second class had more difficulties with this task. It
almost seemed like these students were not even trying. When it got to the point of being
ridiculous that no one would even attempt to try and make up a story, or were too shy to
share their stories, Mr. Longo got upset and lectured them on the importance of
creativity. Later, in a conversation with me, Mr. Longo said that students today have a
lack of imagination. They have everything handed to them and that is not how it will be
in the “real world.” He said they would have jobs where they will need to be creative and
use their imagination and in the real world they cannot always answer their boss with “I
don’t know.”
With developments in technology and entertainment in today’s society, I think it
is true that students do not have to develop a strong imagination to keep themselves
entertained. A unit of instruction that engages the students to tap into an imagination and
creativity that has been idle for a while is extremely important in an art classroom. This is
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one of the reasons Mr. Longo felt this unit of instruction would be particularly beneficial
to the students.
After the lecture, students did begin to share their stories. One of the initial stories
that stood out to me was from a girl who wanted to make a comic on feminism. Her
initial story was a prince who would like to rescue a princess from a tower guarded by a
dragon, but it turned out the princess had already tamed the dragon and could leave
whenever she wanted. Other stories included a talking dog and an English teacher that
misspelled a word.

DAY 2: STYLES, CHARACTER DESIGN, AND SETTING
The next day the students came into the classroom and we started with the lesson
immediately in order to have time at the end of class to start reviewing the student’s
stories they were supposed to have written as their homework assignment. The entire unit
seemed to be functioning under a time crunch, including the time taken to go over the
lessons.
The second day of the unit was dedicated to introducing different types of styles
for creating comics, character design, creating settings, and some important vocabulary.
As the styles were being introduced, the students were instructed to think about which
style of drawing would best fit their own comic. At this point it was expected the students
would have had an idea of what their story would be about.
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The students were presented with three styles of comics: manga, cartoon comics,
and the American comic book. The first style of comic introduced was Manga. Manga is
a comic book style that originated in Japan. Manga is usually distinguished by overexaggerated emotions. When a character cries, tears usually pour out in buckets; when
they laugh, their face seems engulfed by the size of their mouths and their eyes become
slits. An angry character will have rosy cheeks and steam rolling from around their body.
Manga is also created backwards. Instead of the comic being read from left to right it is
read from right to left (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of Manga Style Comics.
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While this seemed to be the style of comics that many of the students were
interested in, few students followed this style of comic for their final works because it is a
little more complicated than the other comic styles.
The second style of comics introduced to the students was cartoon comic art.
Cartoon comics are a style that is a more simplified version of reality (see Figure 3).
Many of the Sunday morning comics such as Garfield and Peanuts are created in this
style of comics. The majority of the students’ final comics followed this style because of
its simplistic nature and the familiarity many of the students have with this style of
comics.

Figure 3: Example of the Cartoon Comic Art Style.
Garfield comic by Jim Davis

Finally, the third style of comics shown to the class was the American comic
book style that includes overly detailed action adventure comics. American comics are
based on realistic anatomy taken to an extreme. Muscles are emphasized and the
backgrounds are well defined and full of details. Classic superhero comics such as
Superman and Batman fall under this style of comics (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Example of American Comic Style.

Character Design
A strong consistent character is important in the continuity of the comic. In the
past, the main character in a comic most often wears the same outfit and the same
hairstyle to help readers distinguish that character throughout the sequence of panels.
The students were asked to draw their character in the style that they decided
would best fit their story. I suggested they start with a sketch and work up to a finished
figure. I also suggested that they use references as much as possible, such as pictures or
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friends. Finally, I told them to think about the type of character they are creating. Is the
character goofy or a bully? Are they tall, short, fat, thin, young, old, etc., and what
defining characteristics could they give their characters in order to set them apart from
other characters.
Creating the Setting
Finally, the students were asked to think about the setting of the story and to begin
looking at references that would help to establish and inform their backgrounds. For
example, if your story takes place in a park, look up pictures of parks, or even better go to
a park and sketch what you see. They were asked to think about questions such as: Where
does the main character live? Where does the story take place? How will you help your
readers understand the setting? Examples were shown on how the setting was initiated in
previous comics and then simplified to imply something more.
Vocabulary
The students were then introduced to some comic book universal vocabulary.
Panels are the individual pictures, or frames, that make up a comic. Each panel is put
together to form the narrative. Panels are also called frames or cells.
The spaces between the panels are called gutters. The gutter is the place where readers
can fill in the untold and unseen story.
Finally, we talked about text and how written narrative functions within the
comic. In a comic, word bubbles are used to contain the dialogue of the characters.
Though bubbles can let the reader know what a character is thinking, and the different
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possible shapes of the work, bubbles can signify the attitude of the dialogue, and text
boxes can be used for narration.
IN CLASS
After the lesson, Mr. Longo, Mrs. O, and I met with the students individually. The
students were to show us their stories so they could be approved. Unfortunately, this was
hard because many of the students had not yet come up with a story. They did not do the
assignment, which in turn meant that the students were not thinking about the style of
comic, character development, and setting, in relation to their own stories.
We worked with the students who did write their stories while the others quickly
tried to write down stories by the end of the class period in order to earn credit for the
homework assignment. This occurred in both of the AP Art 1 classes. At the end of the
class the students that had not presented their stories turned in their sketchbooks, if they
had them, with the stories written in them, in which I would give them written comments
in return.
While listening to or reading the students’ stories, many lacked basic story telling
mechanics. A number of them lacked plots, conflicts, or resolutions. We helped the
students build stories by asking questions about what the conflict and resolution would
be. We would ask questions that would help them flesh out their characters, their settings,
and what was going on in the story that was not written down. This helped the students
round out their stories into a more understandable narrative that could be translated into a
comic. With the extra pulling and prodding of the students, Mr. Longo, Mrs. O, and I
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were able to pull some good stories out of the students. In the future I would add a lesson
on the basics of storytelling in order to help save some time and student frustration during
the story development process.
DAY 3
By the third day of the instructional unit, I was getting more comfortable working
with the class. However, I could also sense that the students were getting frustrated with
the fast-paced nature of the unit. Before going into the new and final material that would
be presented to the class, they were briefly reintroduced to the topics of the previous
lessons. The new material introduced the students to creating the title pages, pacing, and
cell (panel) transitions. The students were taught the importance of introducing their
character and setting within the initial frames of the comic. They were given examples of
what covers of comics and title pages look like and the ways they introduce the
characters and the setting.
The students were then taught the idea of pacing. Pacing is how slow or fast it
takes a reader to read the comic. Smaller cells without text will read at a faster pace than
larger cells without text because they take longer to view. Less wording can also speed up
the pace and more written text can slow it down. Changing up the pacing is important
because it can help keep the reader interested. Students were given examples of fast
paced and slow paced comics in order to help them understand the idea of pacing in
practice.
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Finally, the students were taught four of Scott McCloud’s (2006) transitions,
which are what he describes as what to keep in and what to leave out of the comic. These
transitions are also important to think about when setting the pacing of the story. The first
transition was “Moment to Moment,” which is “a single action portrayed in a series of
moments” (McCloud, 2006, p. 15). This was described to the students as action of the
blinking of an eye. In moment to moment transition it would be portrayed in three
frames. The first the eyelid is open, the second in they eyelid is halfway closed, and the
third the eye is closed. This would be one action, the blinking of an eye, portrayed in a
series of frames.
McCloud’s (2006) second transition is “Action to Action” (p. 15). This is a
“single subject (person, object, etc.) in a series of actions” (p. 15). This was described as
the swinging of a baseball bat. The first frame shows the player tapping the bat on the
ground, the second frame shows the player with the bat on his shoulder and the third
frame shows the bat hitting the ball. This is a single person in a series of actions, a
baseball player getting ready to bat and then batting.
McCloud’s (2006) third transition is “Subject to Subject” (p. 15). This is a “series
of subjects within a single scene” (McCloud, 2006, p. 15). The example given for this
was two people having a conversation and switching back and forth between the two
people in different frames. They are in the same scene but each person can represent a
different subject. Another example is playing chess. One frame shows the board and the
next from shows the time clock that sits next to the board in a chess competition.
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Finally, McCloud’s (2006) fourth transition is “Scene to Scene” (p. 15). Scene to
scene is defined as “transitions across significant distances of time and/or space” (p. 15).
This was described as two different locations. In the first three transitions images permit
the reader to follow the story. However, because this fourth transition changes locations,
words are needed in order for the reader to understand the transition. For example this
could be done with captions saying, meanwhile, else where, or later. This was also the
time when captions were explained.
Captions can be used for narration of the story or for the creation of setting.
Captions are often enclosed in yellow boxes at the top left corner of a frame, and
sometimes found at the bottom or even in the middle in an enclosed box. Captions are
differentiated from word or thought bubbles because they are enclosed in a square or
rectangle, not in organic shapes.
When drawing the panels of the comic books it is important to remember that
each panel is a work of art. Students were reminded not to forget what they have learned
regarding perspective and composition. In making a comic composition is extremely
important to keep the reader engaged. Each panel should lead the reader’s eyes into the
next panel.
The students were then given time to work on their comics. Unfortunately, most
of the students were still writing their stories. While writing their stories, students were
also having trouble visualizing how the story would work as a comic. Within the script
for the comics, I had the students write out what the characters were saying in each panel
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and what the panel would look like visually so they would have an idea of what would go
in each panel before they started drawing the comics.
While I was working individually with students and their stories, the school
principal came to the classroom to meet me and see how the unit was going. She watched
while I worked through a story with a student to help them turn it into a comic. It was
really nerve-racking but also encouraging because she was smiling the whole time she
was in the room and because she told me she was very excited about the project and even
thanked me for bringing the unit into the school. It was also very encouraging that Mr.
Longo, with excitement, decided to contact the students’ English teachers and tell them
about the comic project, because of his contact, the students where given extra credit in
their English classes for the writing component within their comics.
A COMIC ARTIST: JOEL WATSON
The fourth day of the unit started off a little rocky. I had planned for a comic book
artist, Joel Watson to come and talk to the classes. Mr. Longo and I were very exited to
meet Joel and wanted to make sure he had everything he needed. Joel entered the
classroom about 20 minutes before school started, as we were setting up a projector that
would show what he was drawing as he drew to aid with any of the questions. In order to
set up the projector we had to pull two of the tables apart and a bucket of the papiermâché paste, that the Art 1 classes had been using, went everywhere across the floor. I
had to try and give Joel an update of what we had gone over so far in the unit and where
the students were on their projects, while we were trying to clean up the huge papier52

mâché mess. Luckily Joel and I had been in communication through email over what he
should present to the students. He suggested that he introduce himself, tell the class a
little about what he does, and then take questions. That sounded great to me, and
fortunately we got the paste cleaned up just in time for the class to start.
When class began we gave Joel a brief introduction and then let him take charge
of the class. He had a radio voice that projected well; he was charismatic, funny,
entertaining, and most importantly, he was extremely helpful. He held the students’
attention the entire class and they loved him. He talked about his life as a comic artist and
how the world of comics is slowly making its way online. He told the students that he
does all of his drawings directly onto a tablet that is connected to his computer and he
modifies his drawings using Photoshop. He did emphasize that the drawing skills the
students are learning now while creating their own individual comics are still extremely
important, but that he believes the future of comics is web based. Joel stated that he rarely
ever draws with a pencil and paper anymore. It is all drawn directly onto his computer.
He showed the class the books of web comics that he had published called Hijinks
Ensue Volume 1: Godspeed you Fancy Bastard and Hijinks Ensue Volume 2: My Heart is
a Hate-filled Pineapple, and he used his books for examples when the students asked him
questions. He was also very good about making sure the material from his books that he
showed was school appropriate. He also assisted the students by visually showing them
how to create different facial expressions, perspectives, placement of word bubbles, and
minimal ways to create characters and their environments. Joel Watson was a huge part
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of the success in the comic book unit and I wish there was more time for him to have
talked to the classes.
DAY 5
I was getting quite nervous and somewhat discouraged that the class was so far
behind where I had projected they would be after four days. They were supposed to be
drawing their comics and many of the students were still working on their stories. The
day was dedicated to answering questions and letting the students know that they needed
to have their comics drawn by the beginning of class on Monday, in order to begin the
final project at the beginning of class on that day. A handout was given to the students
with a written summary of the unit that had been presented over the last few days, the
template for the comic book, and an example of how to visualize a story through a sketch
(see Appendix E).
At this point I was running into issues that I felt came from my lack of prior
teaching experience and creating successful curriculum units. The students are at all
different levels; some students are a lot more capable than others, and a number of them
seem completely lost. In addition to these issues, I felt that the large class size, roughly
30 students in each, was a hindrance and extremely overwhelming. I wanted to give
students individual help. Between the three of us, Mr. Longo, Mrs. O, and myself, we still
seemed unable to give all the students the help they needed.
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WEEK 2
The entire second week of class time was for students working on their comics. I
walked around answering any questions the students had and helping them with the
technical mechanics of their comic construction. Again, very few students had their
comics drawn on Monday. I asked Mr. Longo if the students would get the comics done;
he did not seem worried about their apparent lack of progress. Maybe they always wait
until the last minute?
Monday: Numbering and Borders
The project the students were assigned was to make a mini comic book. They
used an 8.5” x 11” piece of thick paper that could be folded into a specific order of panels
to create the comic. I wrote the correct numbering on the board and had the students
number their papers and use a template to create the borders that would become the pages
of their comics. This process took much longer than expected and students spent the
majority of the class time working only on the template.
Tuesday-Thursday
Once the students started drawing they undertook a slow steady pace of working.
They only worked during class. The beginning pencil drawings of the comics were very
well done. I worried that the lack of time available to complete the unit of instruction was
going to affect the outcome of the drawings, which had so much potential to be great.
As a class, their work pace was slow. It seemed like they were expecting to
receive an extension on the project. If someone started getting farther in the process of
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the comic it seemed like they would relax and slow down to keep in pace with the rest of
the class. Maybe this would have worked in the past, but I only scheduled the project for
two weeks and the student teacher, Mrs. O, was scheduled to start her instructional unit
the following week. There was no time extension available.
Friday
By Friday only about a fourth of the students had finished inking their work and
were actually working on the coloring part of their comics. The comic was due Monday.
DID THE COMICS GET TURNED IN?
They completed their work! Mr. Longo gave the students until Tuesday to finish
(they were supposed to be turned in on Monday) and then took ten points of for every day
it was late following the due date. Unfortunately, I think the time crunch of this unit
affected the enjoyment of the students because of the pressure and stress that it may be
put them under. This realization will be reflected more in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Analysis

The popular visual culture unit of instruction on comic book art was brought into
the high school visual art curriculum in order to gain a greater understanding of the
effects the instructional unit would have on the art classroom and to understand how the
students would respond to the unit. The methods of research I chose for this study were
survey research and a case study. I conducted the surveys on the outside ends of a case
study and followed with a survey about six weeks after the unit.
I chose a mixed method research design in order to create a more valid and
understandable study (Yin, 2009). The surveys were used as a tool to measure the
students’ interests in comic book art prior to the unit. They were also used to understand
the overall effect the unit had on the class as a whole. In addition to the surveys, the case
study was necessary in order to understand and interpret the survey results through the
context of the unit and the observations made in the classroom (Merriam, 1988; Yin,
2009).
The participants in this study were two Pre-Advanced Placement (Pre-AP) visual
Art 1 classes at JJ Pearce High School in Richardson, Texas. The unit of instruction was
taught to two Pre-AP Visual Art 1 classes, with 28 students in the first class and 25 in the
second, from Monday, March 21 through Friday April 1, 2011. The unit was
implemented immediately following the school’s spring break. The findings from this
study are unique to these visual art classes and cannot be applied to all Pre AP Art
classes.
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CREATING THE SURVEYS
The surveys were constructed in order to secure a better understanding of the
students’ general attitudes toward art and popular visual culture prior to the unit of
instruction and to also gauge the students’ interests and response to the unit and following
the unit of instruction.
Survey 1 was constructed in order to gain a richer look at the students’ general
attitudes toward the class, toward art, and toward popular visual culture. I chose the
particular questions I asked in order to understand the students’ interests in art and their
possible interest in comic book art or other forms of popular visual culture (see Appendix
D1 for a copy of Survey 1).
After I administered the first survey, I noticed that the students had rushed
through the survey. If answering the questions required any extra writing, the students
would erase their previous answer and circle the one that did not require any writing. For
example, questions 6, 8, and 9, of the first survey required that if you circle “yes” to
explain further, but if you circled “no” then that was the end of the question, no extra
writing was involved.
I modified Survey 2 to try and avoid those issues. Although I did not change any
of the questions from the survey I had created prior to the unit, I chose to change the
format of the questions. The questions were put on an interval scale where the students
would check one: strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree. The final
three questions of the survey were open-ended questions that did not give the students the
option to chose to not answer the question.
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Survey 2 was extremely important because it asked the students about how the
unit of instruction affected their interest in comic book art, and why. The survey also
asked for the students’ response to the guest comic artist (see Appendix D3 for a copy of
Survey 2).
Finally, the third survey asked a few repeated questions from the first survey in
order to compare the student interest before and after the unit. The survey was also aimed
at finding out if the students shared the comics they created with anyone, or if any of the
students continued to draw comics after the unit was complete (See Appendix D5 for a
copy of Survey 3).
All the surveys were administered anonymously. However, after I gave the first
survey I realized it might be more beneficial to my study if I gave the students a number
that they would write on the last two surveys so they would still be anonymous but I
could connect the surveys to one student. It was too late to do this with the first survey, so
for the second and third surveys, the numbers on each survey represents the same student.
The three surveys were given to the students on March 28, 2011, the first day of
the unit prior to instruction; April 7th after the final projects were turned in; and May 20th,
about 6 weeks after the unit of instruction had ended. I received 50 responses to the first
survey, 46 to the second survey, and 48 to the third survey. The same surveys were given
to both classes but are not separated by class. The following results for Survey 1, Survey
2, and Survey 3 can be found in Appendix D2, D4, and D6.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
The first two questions on all three surveys were the same. The questions were
demographic questions that asked for the student’s gender and grade level.
According to Question 1 on all three surveys, the majority of students in the PreAP visual art 1 classes were female. The results for survey 1 showed 68% (34) female
and 32% (16) male, survey 2 showed 74% (34) female and 26% (12) male, and survey 3
showed 69% (33) female and 31% (15) male. This is important to note because,
stereotypically, comic books tend to hold more interest with the adolescent male
population than with the female population.
Additionally, according to Question 2 on all three surveys, which asked the
students their grade levels, the majority of the students were in 9th grade. For the first
survey, 86% (43) were in 9th grade, 12% (6) were in 10th grade, and 2% (1) was in 11th
grade; for the second survey, 83% (38) were in 9th grade, 13% (6) were in 10th grade, and
4% ( 2) were in 11th, and for Survey 3, 85% (41) were in 9th, 10% (5) were in 10th, and
4% (2) were in 11th. As a result, the findings of this study will reflect a majority (2/3)
female, predominantly 9th grade population.
SURVEY 1
The first few questions following the two demographic questions were asked in
regards to the student’s general and specific interests in art and why they choose to take a
Pre-AP visual art 1 class. Question 3 asked, “What is or are your reasons for taking this
art class?” The students were permitted to have multiple answers for this question. These
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are the answers the students gave ranked from the highest percentage of answers to the
lowest: 90% (45) of the students answered that they were taking the class because they
were interested in art, 48% (24) are taking the class because they needed a fine arts credit,
36% (18) are taking the class to learn how to draw, 28% (14) are taking the class because
they want to be an artist, 24% (12) are enrolled because they wanted an easy class to take,
16% (8) are taking the class because they want to learn to understand their visual
surroundings, 12% (6) are taking the class because a friend was also taking the class, and
6% (3) are in the class because the class did a project last year and they also wanted to do
that project. There were also a few students who said that they took the class for other
reasons. These included the following: Advance Placement history electives do not start
till next year, they didn’t know what else to put on their schedule, they like or love to
draw, they want to learn how to express themselves, they quit band, they are interested in
graphic design, they thought it would be fun, and because art is their therapy.
Question 4 asked the students if they planned to study art in college. Surprisingly,
54% (27) of the students said yes, 42% (21) said no, and 4% (2) wrote in “maybe.” It is
very encouraging for the future of art education to see that many students who are
interested in studying art in the future. I would be quite interested to learn how many of
those students actually go on to study art in college.
Question 5 asked the students what types of art they were most interested in. I
listed many types of art, including the basic art types such as painting and drawing. I also
included the types of art that could pertain to popular visual culture and specifically to
this unit, such as illustration, comic book art, graffiti, and animation. The students were
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permitted to check all topics that apply to their interests, and to write in any types of are
that are not on the list that they may also have been interested in. Four students, 8% also
wrote in photography, one student wrote in calligraffiti and another stated that they are
not interested in any type of art. The results were fairly spread out among all of the
answer choices, but more importantly 30% (15) of the students responded that they were
interested in comic book art (see Table 1 for results).

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Table 1: Results for Question 5 on Survey 1
The next two questions deal with students’ interests in art and types of comics
outside of the classroom. Question 6 asked students if they draw, sketch, or do any type
of art beyond the art classroom. The students answered 68% (34) yes and 32% (16) no.
The students that answered yes were to describe the art they like to do for themselves.
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The most frequent answer among the students was doodling. However, five of the
students’ answers were anime, cartoons, comics, and animations.
For the rest of the Survey 1 questions, the answers are listed for 49 students
instead of 50, because one of the students failed to fill out the back of the survey.
Question 7 asked the students how many hours a week they spend reading any of the
following forms of comics: comic strips, comic books, graphic novels, and manga. The
students had the option of checking any of the answers from none, less than an hour, 1-2
hours, 3-5 hours and 6+ hours. The results yielded that roughly 43% of the students are at
some point during their week in contact with or are reading a form of comics.
Question 8 asked the students if they were interested in learning how to draw
comics and what kind of comics they would be interested in learning. Only 16% (8) of
the students did not have any interest in learning how to draw comics. 41% (20) of the
students said yes they are interested in learning to draw comics, and 43% (21) said that
the might be interested in learning about comics, but were unsure.
For the final question of the first survey, question 9, only 48 of the students
answered the question. One student left the answer blank. The question asked the
students if they know anyone outside of the art classroom that draws comics and if they
do, the students were asked to identify those people. The student responses revealed that
31% (15) of the students do know people that draw comics. The students responded
mostly that the people they know that draw comics are their friends, siblings, or
hobbyists. However, one student wrote that they have a friend that draws online comics
and another student has an aunt that is a professional artist.
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Based on the Survey 1 results, there is a student interest in popular visual culture
in predominately comic book art, graffiti, and animation. It is important for the art
classroom to cover the multiple interests of the students, not just those that are interested
in drawing or painting. A beginning art class should introduce students to the vast range
possibilities in art, and if a unit can grab even one student’s attention, then it is important
to include it within the art curriculum.
SURVEY 2
The second survey was given to the class a few days after their final projects were
due. Unfortunately, many of the students did not turn their projects in on time and were
still in the process of turning them in that Thursday when the project was due on Monday
of that week.
The first question after the demographic information, Questions 3, asked the
students if they enjoyed the unit on comic books. Their response to they unit was positive
as, 67% (31) of the students responded that they did enjoy the unit, and of those students
16% (5) strongly enjoyed the unit.
Questions 4 and 5 of the second survey were made in response to Joel Watson, the
guest comic artist. The students loved having him in class. Only one student answered
that they did not enjoy the comic artist, and based off of that student’s survey, she was in
9th grade and was very negative about the entire instructional unit. She wrote that the only
thing she liked about the unit was it ending. This student did not enjoy the unit at all. She
answered strongly disagree with all of the questions except for the questions about the
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comic artist in which she marked only disagree or neutral. Only 16% (7) of the students
were neutral about the comic artist and 82% (37) of the students, the vast majority,
enjoyed the comic artist. Of those that enjoyed the unit, 43% (16) strongly enjoyed the
guest comic artist.
Question 5 asked the students if they thought that having a guest artist talk to the
class was helpful. Again, only one student said that the comic artist was not helpful, 24%
(11) students were neutral or unsure, and the majority of the class, 73% (33) of the
students, agreed that comic artist was helpful. Of those students that thought the comic
artist was helpful, 55% (18) felt that the comic artist was extremely helpful.
The next two questions ask about the students’ interest in art or comic art after the
unit. Question 6 asked if the students’ interests in art have increased due to this unit of
instruction. Although the majority of the students’ interests in art did not increase due to
the unit, 30% (14) of the students’ interest in art did increase due to this unit of
instruction and 14% (2) of the students’ interest in art strongly increased.
Question 7 asked if the students’ interest in comic art had increased due to the
unit of instruction. Almost half of the students, 41% (19), stated their interest in comic art
did increase due to this unit of instruction, and 26% (5) of those students said that their
interest in comic art strongly increased because of this unit of instruction.
The next question, number 8, asked the students if they would continue to draw
comics in the future. The results showed that 27% (12) of the students said that they will
continue to draw comics and 31% (14) are unsure if they will continue to do so.
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Question 9 asked the students if they think that the unit should be taught to next
year’s art class. The majority of the students at 54% (25) agreed the unit should be taught
again and 28% (13) of the students were neutral or unsure. Of the students that agreed
that they unit should be taught again to next year’s art class, 44% (11) strongly agree.
The next two questions in the survey were for the purposes of finding out what
was done successfully in the unit and what could have or should have been done
differently in order to be more successful and raise students’ interest. Question 10 asked
the students to explain what they enjoyed most about the comic book unit. One of the
frequent answers to Question 10 was that the freedom of the unit was what the students
enjoyed most. The students liked being able to draw what they wanted and they enjoyed
creating their own stories. Another frequent answer to the questions was that the students
enjoyed the comic artist. The students’ other answers included that they enjoyed drawing
the comic, designing the characters, making facial expressions, and making the comic
funny.
The following question asked the students what could have been done differently
in order to raise their interest in the unit. The most frequent answers were related to the
unit’s lack of time to complete the assignment. The time-related answers included the
students asking for more time spent on going over the different types and styles of
comics, more help in character development, the comic artist visiting for a longer period
of time, for the students to gain more knowledge of comic books prior to the unit, more
time spent on examples, and the most frequent answer to the question was more time to
complete the project.
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The final question of Survey 2 asked the students if there are any types of units
that they would like to see in their art classroom in the future. A few students’ answers in
relation to popular visual culture were that they would like a lesson on graffiti and
Anime. Other answers included photography, collages, more painting, pop art, 17th and
18th century art, abstract projects, and the freedom to do any project they want.
Based on the results of this survey this instructional unit on comic book art was
successful. The students enjoyed the unit and it raised many of their interests in art and
comic book art. Although, in respect to the students’ responses, there would be many
changes I would want to make to the unit of instruction before implementing it again.
Although the majority of the students enjoyed the unit, I think that making some of the
changes with respect to time would further increase the students’ enjoyment.
This unit reached students’ interests that may otherwise have not been reached
within an art classroom. With the increase in student interest, I think, and the majority of
the students agreed, that this unit is worth repeating in future art classes.
SURVEY 3
The third survey given about six weeks after the instructional unit was complete,
repeated a few of the questions asked on the first survey in order to compare the students’
responses. After the demographic questions, Question 3 on Survey 3 was the same
question as Question 5 on Survey 1. The question asked the students what types of art
they were most interested in and they could check any that apply. The comparative
results of surveys are shown in Table 2. While the general interest in comic art went
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down a small percentage, the interest in animation and illustration increased. These are
components of comic book art or stem from comic art. Students do not always realize
how much work goes into an art form, and until it is taught to them, they will not fully
know if they like it or if they do not. The interest in graffiti, another form of popular
visual culture, also increased.

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

Survey 1

30%

Survey 2

20%
10%
0%

Table 2: Compared Results for Question 5 on Survey 1 and Question 3 on Survey 3
Question 4 of the third survey was also the same question as Question 7 on
Survey 1. The question asked the students how many hours a week they spend reading
any of the following: comic strips, comic books, graphic novels, and manga. The students
had the options of checking any of the answers from none, less than and hour, 1-2 hours,
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3-5 hours and 6+ hours. Based on the results of Survey 3, more students began reading or
are in contact with a form of comics during a week than before the unit of instruction.
The results for Survey 1 yielded that roughly 43% (21) of the students are, at some point
during their week, in contact with or are reading a form of comics. After their
involvement in the unit of instruction, the results increased to roughly 54% (26).
The next question asked the students if they continued to draw or sketch comic
books or comic art outside the art classroom, and if so what kind of comics have they
done. 17% (8) of the students have continued to draw comics outside of the classroom.
Most of the students are drawing comics and characters just for fun, however one student
was able to transfer what he had learned and was about to draw comics for a school
project in another subject.
The last question of the survey asked the student if they shared their comics with
anyone, and if they have, with whom? The majority of the students, 54.16% (24) did
share their comics, mostly with friends and families. Other shared their comics with
teachers, significant others, and relatives.
The results of this survey were not as positive as I had desired. I had hoped for
more students to have an interest in comic book art. Comic art is not for everyone, and as
a future teacher I need to remember that the student interest might be different from my
own interests or what I might think students would find engaging. However, I think this
unit was important in helping the students understand what they are most interested in.
Many students have a raised interest in illustration, which was a component of the comic
unit. Comic book art utilizes illustration juxtaposed with text. The comic book artist also
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talked about animation and drawing comics onto a computer and animating them as
another popular visual culture art form. Teaching a unit on comic book art helps the
students become a step closer to realizing passions and their visual art interests.
Although this survey was not as positive as the previous two surveys, the third
survey did still illustrate some notable outcome. The survey confirmed that more students
are reading or are in contact with different forms of comics than they were prior to the
unit of instruction, and the survey also showed that some students are utilizing what they
learned in the unit outside the art room. Finally, many of the students were proud enough
of the comics to share them with other people, which in turn could also gain other student
interest in creating or studying comics.
CASE STUDY RESULTS
Unfortunately, I felt that the students seemed very unmotivated, in general. Mr.
Longo had told me at the end of the unit that the students really enjoyed the project. If he
had not told me that, and I had not taken the survey and seen the results, I would have
assumed from observations that they did not enjoy this instructional unit.
Comic book art is not easy. It is not just one medium of art, it is also many art
forms combined. There are numerous components of comic book art and because of this
there was not enough time to fully cover everything in this single unit of instruction. I
think that the unit should have been allocated a longer period of time. Students needed
more examples and practice reading comics or comic strips before they were asked to
make them. According to the surveys, only about 43% of the students read any kind of
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comics on a weekly basis, and that does not define the kind of comics they read. This is
an important revision that would need to be made to the unit because that is over half of
the students that have little to no experience reading comics. I think that this revision
would help make sure the students have a better understanding of how the mechanics of a
comic work, and in turn they could have been more successful on their projects.
Then again, one of the reasons the unit was not long enough was because the
students did not follow time lines that were given to them. They also did not do work at
home prior to the weekend before the project was due. I did not account for this when
creating the instructed unit. Unfortunately, because of the time constraints for his
particular study, and the school’s curriculum schedule, the students were not given a time
extension. As a result, the students were pressed for time to finish the their comics; they
were stressed and disappointed they did not receive an extension. The students did not
turn in the projects on time and consequently their grades suffered. They were upset
because their grades reflected the late projects and the lack of effort put into the last
minute completion of the assignment. Despite the rush for completion, a lot of students
turned in some very engaging and successful projects (see Appendix F for student
projects).
Mr. Longo was also very happy with the unit of instruction on comic book art. He
expressed that he plans to teach this subject to next year’s class. He is also planning to
use the unit and the students’ comics as a way to promote the JJ Pearce art program. The
book of 20 of the students’ most successful comics is now in the school’s library for any
one to look through (these are the 20 comics in the appendix of this thesis). Hopefully,
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this will be one of the projects that students will look at and want to take the art class so
that they can also create their own comics.
COMICS WERE MET WITH EXCITEMENT
Although I feared that bringing comic books into the art classroom would be
opposed by the administration or by parents concerned about their appropriateness, I did
not receive any opposition or adverse concern for the subject. I sent a consent form home
with each of the students that informed the parents that there would be an instructional
unit on comic book art brought into the art classroom and their was no parental descent
(see Appendix G for consent forms).
The comic book unit was not met with apprehension or censorship, but was
received with enthusiasm. Excitement for the unit on comic books not only reached the
students, but was also felt within the RISD administration and by the school principal.
When I went to the Richardson Independent School District (RISD) administration
building to get a background check and a badge to be permitted into the high school art
classroom they were also excited about the unit and knew me as the “comic girl.” They
were interested in seeing how the unit would play out.
CONCLUSION
Overall, I think this unit of instruction on comic book art was successful. The
results of the study illustrated that there is a student interest in popular visual culture in
predominately comic book art, graffiti, and animation, which makes this unit on comic
book art relevant to the lives of the students. Many students enjoyed the unit of
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instruction, and the unit succeeded in raising several of the student’s interests in art, in
general, and in comic book art, which in turn suggests that popular visual culture has an
important place for instruction in the art classroom.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to gain a greater understanding of what might be
learned from including a unit of instruction on popular visual culture, in the form of
comic book art into a high school Pre-AP Visual Art 1 classroom. Offered here in this
final chapter is a review of the study, a discussion of the findings and its value to the field
of art education, recommendations for further research, and some implications of the
research to the field of art education.
REFLECTIONS ON THE CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION
This study was conducted in order to discover the effects of adding a unit of
instruction on popular visual culture, in the form of comic book art, into a beginning level
high school art curriculum and to determine how students within the class would respond
to the instructional unit. The central research question that served as a basis for this study
asked the following question: to what extent and in what ways do student interest in and
the understanding of art and visual culture develop through their engagement in a unit of
instruction on comic book art in a beginning level high school art classroom.
In order to address the central research question I created a unit of instruction on
comic book art, which was taught to a beginning level high school art classroom in
Richardson, Texas. To document the study, I used a mixed method research design in
which I was able to gain concrete quantitative information from the students using survey
research and also secure qualitative research date using the case study research through
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observations of the unit of instruction. The unit of instruction on comic book art was
taught to two Pre-AP Visual Art 1 classes at JJ Pearce high school in Richardson, Texas
over a two-week period of time.
There were many ways that student interest in and understanding of art and visual
culture developed through their engagement in the unit of instruction on comic book art.
These included, but were not limited to, student perception and acceptance of popular
visual culture in their view of fine art, how visual culture can be used to inform the work
of artists, the expansion of their boundaries of art and interests in popular visual culture,
an increased engagement in art in general, and finally a greater interest and understanding
of comic book art or other popular visual culture mediums that can work in collaboration
to make up comic art.
The students were able to understand how popular visual culture is perceived by
the world of fine art and by delineating the boundaries of what constitutes art, through a
discussion on what they believe to be “fine art.” Through a class discussion, on the first
day of the unit, students’ ideas of “fine art” were questioned and they were left thinking
about why they held those ideas of what is considered “fine art.” The students were able
to begin to understand how their surroundings have shaped their perceptions of what they
believe art to be, which in turn begins to open up the discussion, within the field of art, on
the relevancy of bringing the popular visual culture that surrounds students’ lives into the
art classroom.
Through the unit of instruction students were able to understand how visual
culture can be utilized to inform their works of art and those made by others. The
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students were encouraged to explore visual culture in order to identify ways to possibly
inform their own works, but were also instructed and given examples of how popular
visual culture has influenced the work of others. For example, the guest comic artist Joel
Watson talked to the students about his geek web comic that uses one geek popular
culture reference to make fun of another example of geek popular culture.
Through this unit of instruction students were also able to understand the amount
of work it takes an artist to create a comic. There are many artistic and literary features
involved in creating comics that students often overlook. However, these numerous
venues provided students an opportunity to explore and gain a further interest in the
different type of art and popular visual culture that can go into creating a comic.
Students learned that they were participating in more than comic art, but also engaged in
processes that include graphic art, illustration, animation, and creative writing.
Many students also demonstrated having an interest in learning about different
types of art related to popular visual culture, such as graffiti art and Anime. They also
displayed an interest in learning about 17th and 18th century art. It is important within an
art classroom to cover the multiple mediums and interests of the students, and not direct
attention only to those students interested in traditional art and drawing or painting. Using
and teaching many types of traditional art along with popular visual culture in the
classroom can be what ignites a student’s interest in art and learning, and can potentially
reach many students who would otherwise believe they do not have a place in the art
world.
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Overall, I think the most important outcome of the study showed that the majority
of the students enjoyed the unit of instruction on comic book art and the unit succeeded in
raising many students interest in comic book art, other forms of popular visual culture art,
and art in general, which I think validates the importance of including a unit on popular
visual culture within an art curriculum.
VALUE TO THE FIELD
The boundaries of art education are continuously expanding and encompassing
new artistic practices and contemporary discourses. Because of this growth, many art
educators are calling for a restructuring of the content of art lessons, and advocating for
the addition of introducing popular visual culture—the visual images that saturate
students’ lives—into the classroom art curriculum (Duncum, 2001; Gude, 2007; Tavin,
2005b; Wilson, 2003). This study creates, addresses, researches, and provides a
successful entrance point for bringing popular visual culture in the form of comic book
art, into the classroom art curriculum. It supports a view that art teachers should explore
with their students various ideas about what constitutes visual culture in their world
today. Curriculum can be developed to investigate the meaning and impact these forms of
visual culture have on, and within, the lives of their students.
This study also holds value by adding to the work associated with curriculum
development for comic book art within in a secondary school setting. As stated earlier in
Chapter 3, there is little instructional aid available for teaching comics directed at middle
or high school level students.
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IMPLICATIONS/DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The visit from the comic artist, Joel Watson, brought on the discussion of
implications for further research related to this study. There were specifically two venues
of additional research associated with Joel Watson that should be addressed within the
discourse of art education. Those issues would encompass both the inclusion and the
importance of bringing community art into the classroom, and how technology affects the
art classroom. There are also many other issues I encountered during my research that
would also lead to further research including, supporting more student involvement;
creativity development, or lack thereof; comic art as an interdisciplinary approach to art
education; social pressures on student interest; and how do students’ interests in art
change over time.
The presence of Joel Watson in the art classroom was extremely important to the
success of this instructional unit. He brought personal insight and experience to the
subject matter of comic art that only someone active in the area or an expert on the
subject can do. He told me that maybe if he was taught a unit on comic book art in high
school it would have saved him seven years of not drawing comics before he realized that
comics were is passion. He believes that schools should push kids to excel at what they
are good at and what they enjoy doing, and he is an example of someone that has made a
living out of that. He brought to the students knowledge of his profession as a comic
artist. Based on the survey results of the students, the comic artist was extremely helpful
and they enjoyed his visit. Students also wished he could have stayed longer. It would be
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interesting to research further the impact collaboration or visits from a range of
community artists would have on students’ interests and understanding of art.
The visit from Joel Watson also endorsed that the development of technology is
making a large impact on the world of art. After Joel Watson spoke to the class, I asked
him if he thought comic book art had a place in the art classroom. He responded “yes, but
digitally.” He felt that students should be taught where comics are going, not where they
came from. Many artists are using digital technology as a venue for their work, including
the comic artist Joel Watson. Joel Watson explained that he and many other comic artists
draw directly on a computer tablet, thus utilizing no paper or pencils. I think this initiates
some important questions about where art is going. Comic art is now, after a long ongoing struggle, beginning to be accepted and respected as a credible form of art. Art
collectors are paying significant sums of money for the original pages of comic books.
There is also a question about which is the work of art, the original pages or the massproduced book (Miranda, 2011)? With technology involved in the production process,
and the lack of original pages, how might these features change the perceptions of comic
book art within the greater realm of art?
Another direction for further research that emerges from this study would require
more time in supporting student discovery within the unit of instruction. It would be
useful to investigate student discussions about controversial art issues and implications of
including popular visual culture within the realm of “fine art.” More time spent on this
topic would permit group discussions and student’s involvement in defining what they
believe is popular visual culture and how they are influenced by it. This type of unit
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would give teachers more insight into what students are interested in and how they
perceive and respond to their surroundings and the art that occurs within their everyday
lives.
A unit that permits opportunity for more student discoveries would give students a
greater connection to the artwork. As stated in the previous chapter, it would have been
beneficial for the students to explore comics on their own and become familiar with the
mechanics of them, so that they could work to help and teach each other about the art of
comics, and in turn become more involved in creating the unit of instruction. In response,
the unit would become a group effort between the students and the teacher.
Another aspect of my investigation I think could lead to further research is drawn
from the results of my survey. Student responses showed that learners enjoyed the artistic
freedom the unit of instruction provided them. However, many of the students struggled
with the creativity and imaginative part of the unit. When given the freedom, many
students did not know what to do with it. As addressed in Chapter 4, Mr. Longo believes
that students’ lack of imagination stems from having everything handed to them and not
having to figure things out for themselves. I would be interested in learning more about
how creativity, or lack of it, could be lost on a generation, and what might be done to
help prevent that loss.
Comic art could also serve to support interdisciplinary art education. The art
classroom curriculum can be made more relevant to the lives of the students when they
can connect what they have learned in other classes to their artwork. A unit on comic art
incorporates creative writing and skills learned in an English class. The students who
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participated in this study received a form of credit for completing the comic and
presenting the finished work to their English teachers. Further research could look to
understand how incorporating or collaborating the comic project with and English class
or another class could enrich the understanding of students in both or either class.
In addition to these possibilities for further research, I noticed that many of the
students who were greatly interested in comics were very engaged in the Manga
(Japanese) style of comics. Most of the students used the cartoon style of comics and I
wonder how much social pressure could have been involved in the style of comics
students decided to choose. I would want to discover, through a unit or a discussion on
popular visual culture, how their peers shape student’s interests and how the students
would respond to that unit.
Finally, based on the results of Question 4 of Survey 1, which asked the
students if they planned to study art in college, 54% (27) of the students said yes,
42% (21) said no, and 4% (2) wrote in “maybe.” It would be quite revealing to learn,
years from now, how many of those students who indicated an interest in studying
art in college went on to study art in college. I think that those results from a
beginning level art class could determine how students’ interests in art change, and
what it was about the art curriculum that made those interests change.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Comic art has been a popular phenomenon within younger generations for many
years. However, now more than ever the field is growing and becoming increasingly
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artistically and academically respected and accepted. Art education is expanding and
pushing for the inclusion of popular visual culture and recognition of students’ interests
within the art classroom.
Through providing students with a unit of instruction on comic book art, this
study created an entry point for the study of visual culture into the art classroom. This
study has added another valuable piece to the discourse surrounding the importance of
including popular visual culture into a fine art curriculum. The inclusion of student
interests’ in the art classroom through popular visual culture provides important
motivation for students, enabling them to engage in meaningful art learning related to
their lives today and hopefully for many years to come.
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Appendix A: Keys to a Safe Start
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Appendix B: Worksheet
Coming up with a story to tell
 What do you want your comic to be about?
 Is there a story you want to tell?
o This could be your story or someone else’s.
 Often times it is best to tell a story in the present or in the past because it is
what you know or what you have been through.
 Is there a social issue you would like to address?
Example Topics:
 Daily issues you and your peers
 Family
can relate to
 Power
 Anti-drug
 Bullying
 Social class
 Racism
 High school
 Body image
 Romance
 Identity
 Friendship
 Stereotypes
 Individuality
 Facebook/social media issues
 Acceptance
 Your own interests
 Diversity
For example: Gender issues: The politically correct Wonder Woman
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Appendix C: My Example Comic
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Appendix D: Surveys and Survey Results
D1: SURVEY 1
For the following questions please check only one
1) Gender? ____Male

____Female

2) Grade level? ____9th grade ____10th grade

____11th grade ____12th grade

For the following questions 3 and 4 please check any that apply
3) What is or are your reasons for taking this art class?
____I am interested in art
____I needed a fine arts credit
____To learn to draw
____I want to be an artist
____To learn to understand my visual surroundings
____My friend was taking the class
____I wanted an easy class
____I saw a project the class did last year and I wanted to do that project:
(What was the project?
_________________________________________________________)
____Other
(Because________________________________________________________________
_______)
4) Do you plan to study art in college?
(Circle one) Yes No
5) What type/s of art are you most interested in?
____Drawing
____Video Art
____Painting
____Animation
____Ceramics
____Graphic Art
____Illustration
____Graffiti
____Collage
____Modern
____Performance Art
____Abstract
____Comic Book Art
____Other: (what kind? _________________________________________________)
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6) Do you draw, sketch, or do any kind of art outside of the art classroom?
(Circle one) Yes No
If you circled yes, describe the art that you most like to do just for yourself?

7) How many hours in a week do you spend reading: (check one for each)
Comic Strips:
____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Comic Books: ____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Graphic Novels: ____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Manga:
____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
8) Do you have any interest in learning how to draw comics?
(Circle one) Yes No Maybe
If you circles yes, what kind(s) of comics would you like to learn?

9) Do you know anyone outside of your art classroom that draws comics?
(Circle one) Yes No
If you circles yes, would you identify them as friends, professional artists, hobbyists,
or what?
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D2: SURVEY 1 RESULTS
For the following questions please check only one
1) Gender? ____Male

____Female

Male= (16) 32%
Female=(34) 68%
2) Grade level? ____9th grade ____10th grade

____11th grade ____12th grade

9th grade= (43) 86%
10th grade= (6) 12%
11th grade= (1) 2%
12th grade=(0) 0%
For the following questions 3 and 4 please check any that apply
3) What is or are your reasons for taking this art class?
____I am interested in art = (45) 90%
____I needed a fine arts credit = (24) 48%
____To learn to draw= (18) 36%
____I want to be an artist = (14) 28%
____To learn to understand my visual surroundings = (8) 16%
____My friend was taking the class = (6) 12%
____I wanted an easy class = (12) 24%
____I saw a project the class did last year and I wanted to do that project: =(3) 6%
(What was the project?
_________________________________________________________)
 Silk Screening
 Silk Screening
 Interpretations of a quote in a painting
____Other = (12) 24%
(Because________________________________________________________________
_______)
 AP History Electives don’t start till junior year
 I like to draw
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I didn’t know what else to put on my schedule
I like to draw
I love to draw
I want to learn another way to express myself
I want to draw better
I quit band
I’m interested in graphic design
I love drawing and coloring
Art is my therapy
I thought it would be fun

4) Do you plan to study art in college?
(Circle one)
Yes = (27) 54%
No= (21) 42%
Wrote in Maybe = (2) 4%
5) What type/s of art are you most interested in?
____Drawing = (40) 80%
____Painting = (24) 48%
____Ceramics = (23) 46%
____Illustration = (11) 22%
____Collage = (8) 16%
____Performance Art = (9) 18%
____Comic Book Art = (15) 30%
____Video Art = (8) 16%
____Animation = (15) 30%
____Graphic Art = (14) 28%
____Graffiti = (17) 34%
____Modern = (12) 24%
____Abstract = (14) 28%
____Other: = (6) 12%
(What kind? _________________________________________________)
 None
 Calligraffiti
 Photography (4) 8%
6) Do you draw, sketch, or do any kind of art outside of the art classroom?
(Circle one)
Yes= (34) 68%
No= (16) 32%
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If you circled yes, describe the art that you most like to do just for yourself?



































Mostly Doodling, different designs
Random doodles, sketches of people
Just any sketch for fun when I'm bored
Paint, even through I am not too great I like to just slather paint on a canvas
I use prisma color to draw horses and landscapes
Drawings
Draw from pictures
Scribbles
Drawing maybe coloring
I doodle a lot for myself
Abstract, Still life, and landscapes
I draw anime, Photography, dance
Cartoon/anime style stuff
Graphic art, portraits
Sketch and doodle
Sometimes comics
Doodling
Drawing, ceramics
I like to draw graffiti, and just any kind of art
I just draw whatever comes to my mind or catches my attention at the
moment
I like to draw and make animations at home
Drawing things that I see
Random pictures that comes in my mind, some designs for dolls and clothes,
anime
Sometimes I'll randomly get into the mood to draw random things depending
on my emotions or ideas in my head or ill show off my artistic skill for
projects in other classes
I draw human figures, usually characters from books or storied that I make
up
I always keep a sketchbook to draw anything I see or any ideas I get. I also
paint and take classes when I can
Just imaginary thing and things in my house and sometimes if they let me my
siblings
I have a mural in my room that I painting
Draw sketch color
I mostly do comic book art
I like to doodle and draw random things. I also like drawing people
I do furniture restoration and refurbishing, I create collages mixed with
surrealist and paintings, photography, music videos
Doodling… bubble letters of my name
Doodle; sketch other people at coffee shops
It depends but its usually doodles

7) How many hours in a week do you spend reading: (check one for each)
Comic Strips:
____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Comic Books: ____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
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Graphic Novels: ____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Manga:
____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
49 survey results (one did not fill out the back of the survey)
Comic Strips:
None = (37) 75.51%
Less than 1hr = (8)16.33%
1-2 hrs = (4)8.16%
3-5 hrs = 0
6+ hrs = 0
Comic Books:
None = (41) 83.67%
Less than 1hr = (4) 8.16%
1-2 hrs = (4) 8.16%
3-5 hrs = 0
6+ hrs = 0
Graphic Novels:
None = (35) 71.43%
Less than 1hr = (5) 10.2%
1-2 hrs = (5) 10.2%
3-5 hrs = (2) 4.08%
6+ hrs = (2) 4.08%
Manga:
None = (38) 77.55%
Less than 1hr = (3) 6.12%
1-2 hrs = (4) 8.16%
3-5 hrs = (4) 8.16%
6+ hrs = 0
(21) out of 49 42.88% of students are reading some form of comics weekly.
8) Do you have any interest in learning how to draw comics?
(Circle one)
Yes= (20) 40.82 %
No= (8) 16.33%
Maybe= (21) 42.86%
If you circles yes, what kind(s) of comics would you like to learn?



I like the stories that have color and detail
Manga, Political Cartoons
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I would like to learn how to draw super hero’s
Comic Strips
Super hero comics
Action
Any
ANIME!! (Manga)
Manga :)
Superheroes, manga, Lichtenstein drawings
I really want to know everything
Action
I have never drawn comics so it doesn't matter. Anything
Funny cartoons
Human parts and backgrounds
Anything As long as its interesting
Cool ones? Like Archie comics or super people type ones
Comic strips
Animals, people
Foxtrot

Only 48 answered the following question
9) Do you know anyone outside of your art classroom that draws comics?
(Circle one)
Yes= (15) 31.25%
No=(33) 68.75%
If you circles yes, would you identify them as friends, professional artists, hobbyists,
or what?
















My younger sister often draws comics, she wants to be a comic artist and she
is part of the West JR High Art Magnet
They are just normal and they don’t act like an artist at all. Only when they
feel like drawing.
Hobbyist
Best friends and professional artist (my aunt)
Hobbyist/friends
Friend
Friend
Friends
Hobbyist
Friends
My sister, hobbyist
A friend she’s around my age and posts the comics she draws online
Friend/hobbyist
Friends
Friends
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D3: SURVEY 2
For the following questions please check only one
1) Gender: ____Male

____Female

2) Grade level? ____9th grade ____10th grade

____11th grade ____12th grade

Please answer the following questions regarding the unit on comic books
(Please check only one for each question)
Strongly
Disagree
with the
following
statement

Disagree
with the
following
statement

Neutral
about the
following
statement

Agree
with the
following
statement

Strongly
Agree
with the
following
statement

3) I enjoyed the unit on
comic books.
4) I enjoyed the guest
comic book artist.
5) Having the guest
comic book artist talk
to the class was helpful.
6) My interest in art has
increased due to this
unit of instruction.
7) My interest in comic
art has increased due to
this unit of instruction.
8) I will continue to
draw comics in the
future.
9) I think this unit
should be taught to next
year’s art class.
10) What did you enjoy most about this comic book unit?
11) What could have been done differently to raise your interest in this lesson?
12) Are their any other types of units or lessons that you would like to see in the art
classroom in the future?
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D4: SURVEY 2 RESULTS
For the following questions please check only one
1) Gender: ____Male (12) 26% ____Female (34) 74%
2) Grade level? __9th grade (38) 83% __10th grade (6)13% __11th grade (2)4% __12th
grade 0%
Please answer the following questions regarding the unit on comic books
(Please check only one for each question)
Strongly
Disagree
with the
following
statement

Disagree
with the
following
statement

Neutral
about the
following
statement

Agree
with the
following
statement

Strongly
Agree
with the
following
statement

3) I enjoyed the unit on
comic books.

6.52%

15.22%

10.87%

56.52%

10.87%

4) I enjoyed the guest
comic book artist
5) Having the guest
comic book artist talk to
the class was helpful.
6) My interest in art has
increased due to this unit
of instruction
7) My interest in comic
art has increased due to
this unit of instruction
8) I will continue to
draw comics in the
future.
9) I think this unit
should be taught to next
year’s art class.

0%

2.22%

15.55%

46.66%

35.55%

0%

2.22%

24.44%

33.33%

40%

8.69%

10.87%

50%

26.08%

4.35%

13.04%

17.39%

28.26%

30.43%

10.87%

22.22%

20%

31.11%

15.55%

11.11%

4.35%

13.04%

28.26%

30.43%

23.91%

10) What did you enjoy most about this comic book unit?
1. The Coloring Part
2. Drawing the character's facial expressions
3. Turning it in
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4. I like how I could draw in a way that I couldn't before and how I could use
speech bubbles
5. I enjoyed coming up with the story for the comic the most
6. To write different storied that would interest people/ make them laugh
7. It was fun
8. How we were able to come up with stories
9. Knowing how the facial expressions works and how the more lines you have
on a characters face the older the character looks
10. To create our own comics
11. I enjoyed drawing the comic mostly
12. That it wasn’t very linear, it was using your own skills to makes something
13. Designing the characters
14. Learning how to put different emotions and faces on different characters to
convey what they were feeling
15. I like how we could come up with our own idea and color it how ever we want
16. I enjoyed writing my own story for the comic
17. Coming up with characters and drawing them
18. It ending
19. Actually drawing the comics
20. nothing
21. Making the story
22. What I most enjoyed was how to draw different emotions
23. the drawing of the comics I loved is and it was fun
24. Actually drawing the comic
25. drawing a story
26. None
27. coloring the comic
28. our freedom on what we got to draw
29. coloring the comic
30. coloring the comic
31. Not to much
32. Nothing
33. It was fun to think of a story
34. I liked drawing the characters and learning how to draw them better
35. The guest speaker
36. Creating a funny story
37. drawing
38. watching the artist draw comics
39. drawing
40. I enjoyed creating the storyline and coloring the panels
41. Coming up with funny ideas
42. My comic was funny
43. I enjoyed the guest comic artist and throught hat was very interesting
44. Having the ability to chose want the characters would say
45. Making up the story and drawing it
46. the artist coming

11) What could have been done differently to raise your interest in this lesson?
1. Allow Us to choose the number of panels
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2. given a topic
3. Not taking it
4. You could coose the # of Panels that you wanted to use
5. We could have spent a longer time studying different comics
6. Maybe more time spent on designing characters/ scenes
7. Have the comic book guy come for two days
8. To be able to show the comic and to become an animation
9. If it wasn’t so hard to think of a story and try to draw them out
10. To show more examples and have more time on how to draw comics people
11. Having different steps set out. Maybe one day we create the story, one day
we create the characters, just mainly slowing the process down.
12. Nothing, I was already pretty interested
13. maybe doing part of it digitally
14. I would've rather done many different comic strips than a book to experiment
with more characters and emotions. Also, more time with the guest artist
15. Maybe more people who draw different types of comics
16. If I had gotten to look at more comics since I don’t regularly read them
17. more help on how to make a character (how to come up with a new one)
18. nothing, it wasn’t enjoyable at all
19. Teaching us how to draw different styles, different types of characters
20. To work as a class and understand that way
21. more time to color
22. more examples
23. nothing
24. give more time
25. drawn fanfictions funnyness instead of what I did and give more time
26. understand deeper on different style of comic drawing
27. be in class
28. been able to do some comic animation
29. had more time to complete
30. had more time to complete our comic
31. just let me do instead of involving all these "art" rules
32. not really
33. I don’t know
34. nothing, I liked it this was
35. I don’t know I just don’t like comics very much
36. I don’t know
37. I don't know
38. no coloring
39. humor
40. more work on developing the character and more help on how to create that
character
41. I would have liked to see your actual comics
42. nothing
43. I would have liked to understand how to write comic storied better and I
would have liked to see more examples and styles
44. not sure
45. nothing
46. more time
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12) Are their any other types of units or lessons that you would like to see in the art
classroom in the future?
1. Collages
2. all kinds/ variety
3. no
4. a collage of doodles would be cool
5. I would like to see a lesson on graffiti art
6. Graffiti!
7. Animals
8. Graffiti
9. not really
10. no
11. Probably more painting with acrylics or something
12. nope, maybe a bit more non-linear sketching
13. reconstructions-taking old pieces of technology and turning them into art
14. No, happy with varitey of art classes here
15. photography
16. I can not think of any
17. Drawing landscapes
18. more drawing/painting projects with lots of freedom and a long time (we
don’t get enough time)
19. pop art
20. 17th & 18th century art
21. no
22. not really
23. no
24. not that I can think of
25. strictly how to draw anime and how to be more creative
26. none
27. IDK
28. a still life, and more freedom in the projects we do
29. more of a painting unit
30. more ceramics
31. something that involves me just making something that I feel and that I want
to do instead of something that I am told to do
32. more realistic projects
33. more drawing
34. maybe more collage
35. plain pencil drawing
36. Sharpie drawings
37. Ceramics
38. Don’t know
39. Don’t know
40. Ive always enjoyed photography and we don’t have a photography class here.
Taking pictures would increase me interest in art
41. maybe photography
42. no
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43. photography and more kinds of surrealistoc and meaningful paintings
44. painting and more abstract projects
45. no
46. no
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D5: SURVEY 3
For the following questions please check only one
1) Gender? ____Male

____Female

2) Grade level? ____9th grade ____10th grade

____11th grade ____12th grade

For the following questions 3 and 4 please check any that apply
3) What type/s of art are you most interested in?
____Drawing
____Video Art
____Painting
____Animation
____Ceramics
____Graphic Art
____Illustration
____Graffiti
____Collage
____Modern
____Performance Art
____Abstract
____Comic Book Art
____Other: (what kind? _________________________________________________
4) How many hours in a week do you spend reading: (check one for each)
Comic Strips:
____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Comic Books: ____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Graphic Novels: ____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
Manga:
____None ____Less than 1hr ____1-2 hrs ____3-5 hrs ____6+ hrs
5) Have you continued to draw or sketch comic books or comic art outside of the art
classroom?
(Circle one) Yes No
If you circled yes, what kind of comic book art have you done or been doing?
6) Have you given your comic book to anyone else to read?
(Circle one) Yes No
If you circles yes, whom did you share it with? (Please check any that apply)
____Friend/s
____Parent/s
____Brother or Sister
____Other: ___________________________________
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D6: SURVEY 3 RESULTS
For the following questions please check only one
1) Gender? ____Male (15) 31.25% ____Female (33) 68.75
2) Grade level? 9th grade (41) 85.42 10th grade (5) 10.42 11th grade (2) 4.16%
____12th grade (0)
For the following questions 3 and 4 please check any that apply
3) What type/s of art are you most interested in?
____Drawing (39) 81.25%
____Video Art (6) 12.5%
____Painting (29) 60.41%
____Animation (18) 37.5%
____Ceramics (25) 52.08%
____Graphic Art (15) 31.25%
____Illustration (15) 31.25%
____Graffiti (18) 37.5%
____Collage (11) 22.91%
____Modern (9) 18.75%
____Performance Art (7) 14.58%
____Abstract (19) 39.58%
____Comic Book Art (12) 25%
____Other: (what kind?) (4) 8.33%





illusions
photography
Crafts-sewing (hats clothes and plushies etc)
calligraffiti

4) How many hours in a week do you spend reading: (check one for each)
Comic Strips:
None= (28) 58.33%
Less than 1hr= (19) 39.58%
1-2 hrs= (1) 2.08%
3-5 hrs (0)
6+ hrs= (0)
Comic Books:
None= (35) 72.91%
Less than 1hr= (10) 20.83%
1-2 hrs= (3) 6.25%
3-5 hrs (0)
6+ hrs (0)
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Graphic Novels:
None= (34) 70.83%
Less than 1hr (9) 18.75%
1-2 hrs = (3) 6.25%
3-5 hrs (2) 4.16%
6+ hrs (0)
Manga:
None= (36) 75%
Less than 1hr (6) 12.5%
1-2 hrs= (2) 4.16%
3-5 hrs= (4) 8.33%
6+ hrs= (0)
5) Have you continued to draw or sketch comic books or comic art outside of the art
classroom?
(Circle one) Yes=(8) 16.66% No=(40) 83.33%
If you circled yes, what kind of comic book art have you done or been doing?









Cartoon characters of funny situations for fun with friends
manga
Genral cartoons with plots, mostly for short school projects
I just sketch characters that I made up
Funny cartoons of life events, to document time in a unique way
Superhero kind
Just making comics for fun
Semi realism- mixture of realistic and anime and normal anime

6) Have you given your comic book to anyone else to read?
(Circle one) Yes= (26) 54.16% No= (22) 45.83%
If you circles yes, whom did you share it with? (Please check any that apply)
____Friend/s (21) 80.76%
____Parent/s (16) 61.53%
____Brother or Sister (13) 50%
____Other: (3) 11.53%
Teachers
Girlfriend
Aunt and cousins
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Appendix E: Handout

For Monday:
On the handout, have a
completed sketch of your
comic drawn into 8 panels
with the text that you plan to
use in each panel.
* If you need more images or
want to break up images add
up to four cells inside your
panels. Try to keep your cells
to a minimum. You story
should be concise, short and to
the point.

This is the size of
each panel.
You will have 8 to
fill out which
includes your Title
Page

It is extremely important to
have your sketch drawn
because you will need ALL of
the time left to work on your
comic.
You do not have to draw in
detail you can use simple line
designs and stick figures.
Make sure you show the
environments if necessary.
Monday you will start on your final piece.
Example of how you will draw the sketch:
Panel 1 - A sandwich with no top slice

Panel 2 - He loudly complains
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Appendix F: Student Comics
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Appendix G: Consent Forms
G1: CONSENT FORM
Comic Art in the Classroom: Making the Classroom Relevant to Students’ Lives
You are being asked to allow your child to participate in a research study. This form provides
you with information about the study. The person in charge of this research will also describe
this study to you and answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any
questions you might have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is
entirely voluntary. You can refuse to participate or stop participating at any time without penalty
or loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You can stop your participation at any
time and your refusal will not impact current or future relationships with UT Austin or
participating sites. To do so simply tell the researcher you wish to stop participation. The
researcher will provide you with a copy of this consent for your records.
Principal Investigator: Rebecca Paul- I am a Graduate Student in Art Education at the University
of Texas at Austin. For any questions or concerns I can be reached by email at
BeckyPaul25@gmail or by phone at 214-769-6571.
Faculty Sponsor: Professor Paul E Bolin, PHD, pebolin@mail.utexas.edu, 1-512-471-5343
The purpose of this study is to understand what might be learned from including a unit of
instruction on popular visual culture in the form of comic book art into the Art 1 curriculum and
how it could affect students’ interest in art.
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask your child to do the following things:
 Take part in a confidential survey that will be taken before and after the unit of instruction
in which the students will be asked questions about their interest in art and on the comic
book unit of instruction.
 Participate in the Unit of Instruction on comic book art that will be taught by the current
instructor.
 Be observed by the Principal Investigator during the Unit of Instruction.
Total estimated time to participate in study is two class weeks, 500 minutes.
Risks of being in the study
 This unit of instruction may involve risks that are currently unforeseeable. If you wish to
discuss the information above or any other risks your child may experience, you may ask
questions now or call the Principal Investigator listed on the front page of this form.
Confidentiality and Privacy Protections:
 The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the
future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data
will contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your
participation in any study.
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The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from
The University of Texas at Austin, members of the Institutional Review Board, and (study sponsors,
if any) have the legal right to review your child’s research records and will protect the
confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by law. All publications will exclude any
information that will make it possible to identify you as a subject. Throughout the study, the
researchers will notify you of new information that may become available and that might affect
your decision to remain in the study.
Contacts and Questions:
If you have any questions about the study please contact the Principal Investigator. If you have
questions later, want additional information, or wish to withdraw your child’s participation call
the researchers conducting the study. Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at
the top of this page. If you have questions about your child’s rights as a research participant,
complaints, concerns, or questions about the research please contact Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair,
The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects at (512) 232-2685 or the Office of Research Support at (512) 471-8871.or email:
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.
You may keep the copy of this consent form.
You are making a decision about allowing your (son/daughter/child/infant/adolescent youth) to
participate in this study. Your signature below indicates that you have read the information
provided above and have decided to allow him or her to participate in the study. If you later
decide that you wish to withdraw your permission for your (son/daughter/child/infant/adolescent
youth) to participate in the study, simply tell me. You may discontinue his or her participation at
any time.
Please check only one.
____YES, my child will participate
____NO, my child will not participate
If NO, in the space below, could you please explain why?

______________________________
Printed Name of (son/daughter/child/infant/adolescent youth)
_________________________________
Signature of Parent(s) or Legal Guardian

_________________
Date

_________________________________
Signature of Investigator

_________________
Date
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G2: CHILD ASSENT FORM
Comic Art in the Classroom: Making the Classroom Relevant to Students’ Lives
You are being asked to participate in a research study. This form provides you with information
about the study. The person in charge of this research will also describe this study to you and
answer all of your questions. Please read the information below and ask any questions you might
have before deciding whether or not to take part. Your participation is entirely voluntary. You
can refuse to participate or stop participating at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to
which you are otherwise entitled. You can stop your participation at any time and your refusal
will not impact current or future relationships with UT Austin or participating sites. To do so
simply tell the researcher you wish to stop participation. The researcher will provide you with a
copy of this consent for your records.
Principal Investigator: Rebecca Paul- I am a Graduate Student in Art Education at the University
of Texas at Austin. For any questions or concerns I can be reached by email at
BeckyPaul25@gmail or by phone at 214-769-6571.
Faculty Sponsor: Professor Paul E Bolin, PHD, pebolin@mail.utexas.edu, 1-512-471-5343
The purpose of this study is to understand what might be learned from including a unit of
instruction on popular visual culture in the form of comic book art into the Art 1 curriculum and
how it could affect students’ interest in art.
If you agree to be in this study, we will ask you to do the following things:
 Take part in a confidential survey that will be taken before and after the unit of instruction
in which the students will be asked questions about their interest in art and on the comic
book unit of instruction.
 Participate in the Unit of Instruction on comic book art that will be taught by the current
instructor.
 Be observed by the Principal Investigator during the Unit of Instruction.
Total estimated time to participate in study is two class weeks, 500 minutes.
Risks of being in the study
 This unit of instruction may involve risks that are currently unforeseeable. If you wish to
discuss the information above or any other risks you may experience, you may ask
questions now or call the Principal Investigator listed on the front page of this form.
Confidentiality and Privacy Protections:
 The data resulting from your participation may be made available to other researchers in the
future for research purposes not detailed within this consent form. In these cases, the data
will contain no identifying information that could associate you with it, or with your
participation in any study.
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The records of this study will be stored securely and kept confidential. Authorized persons from
The University of Texas at Austin, members of the Institutional Review Board, and (study sponsors,
if any) have the legal right to review your child’s research records and will protect the
confidentiality of those records to the extent permitted by law. All publications will exclude any
information that will make it possible to identify you as a subject. Throughout the study, the
researchers will notify you of new information that may become available and that might affect
your decision to remain in the study.
Contacts and Questions:
If you have any questions about the study please contact the Principal Investigator. If you have
questions later, want additional information, or wish to withdraw your child’s participation call
the researchers conducting the study. Their names, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses are at
the top of this page. If you have questions about your child’s rights as a research participant,
complaints, concerns, or questions about the research please contact Jody Jensen, Ph.D., Chair,
The University of Texas at Austin Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human
Subjects at (512) 232-2685 or the Office of Research Support at (512) 471-8871.or email:
orsc@uts.cc.utexas.edu.
Please check only one.
____YES, I will participate
____NO, I will not participate
If No, in the space below could you please explain why?

“I have read the description of the study titled (give title) that is printed above, and I understand
what the procedures are and what will happen to me in the study. I have received permission from
my parent(s) to participate in the study, and I agree to participate in it. I know that I can quit the
study at any time.”
________________________________
Signature of Child

____________________
Date
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